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Abstract
Bio and optoelectronics systems are different systems in their composition and application 
but they have surprising similarities in terms of their spatio-temporal dynamics and 
dynamics control. Both systems are complex systems with many degrees of freedom that 
are spatially structured on micro and nano scales. Their behaviour can easily switch 
between stable regime to chaos by changing internal and external influencing factors. 
Historically, optoelectronics systems have been studied for more than 30 years. Due to 
novel biotechnological applications bio systems have more recently gained importance. 
Today, many natural and technological systems are composed of mesoscopic bio and 
optoelectronic devices or elements. In nature, many biological and chemical processes 
controlling the functioning of a system or a specific process (e.g. photosynthesis) occur 
in complex cellular and molecular ensembles. In technological systems, improvements in 
the development and design of novel materials on an atomic level have opened the way 
to efficient devices suitable for mass production.
This work focuses on the control and analysis of two mesoscopic model examples: molec­
ular motors and semiconductor lasers. In recent years they have been of particular 
importance due to their complex dynamics. These active systems have many features in 
common. Both are open systems which use an energy source to generate motion or light. 
Molecular motors are nanometer-scaled functional biomolecular structures that convert
chemical energy into directed motion. Semiconductor lasers convert an electrical pump 
current into coherent light emission. Due to underlying complex interaction processes 
both systems show instabilities under the influence of parameters. In a molecular motor 
ensemble, external forces, diffusion of free and bound motors, and geometrical arrange­
ment of the microtubule substrate tend to bring instabilities into the molecular motor 
system. In semiconductor lasers, the interplay of carrier diffusion, light diffraction and 
geometrical constraints given by the width of the laser (typically in the /j,m regime) lead 
to complex interplay of longitudinal and transverse modes and to instabilities and chaos.
The aim of this work is to fundamentally analyse the mechanism relevant for the complex 
dynamics of the two active systems and to derive schemes to control them. For this pur­
pose I have performed complex numerical simulations. The theoretical description of the 
molecular motor systems is based on Fokker-Planck equations. Space-time simulations of 
the dynamics of molecular motors reveal the influence of the diffusion constant, arrange­
ment of filaments, number and separation between fllaments and external forces on the 
spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular ensemble. The theoretical analysis of semicon­
ductor lasers is done on the basis of multi-mode Maxwell-Bloch equations. Simulations 
of the spatio-temporal dynamics in this system demonstrate that the application of a 
delayed optical feedback realised by a suitable external resonator conflguration can lead 
to an efficient emission control. Various feedback configurations are discussed.
The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to molecular 
motors and semiconductor lasers. Chapter 2 focuses on molecular motors. This includes 
a review of theoretical models, molecular motor properties and simulation results on the 
complex spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular motor complexes. In Chapter 3 of this 
thesis, broad area semiconductor lasers with delayed optical feedback will be investigated. 
The analysis will concentrate on laser systems with unstructured and structured delayed 
optical feedback. Concluding remarks and future work are given in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 1
Introduction - Active Mesoscopic 
Systems
By nature, the mesoscopic systems refer to systems which are at the frontier between the 
macroscopic and microscopic systems. The boundaries are not sharp, but can be roughly 
indicated. Mesoscopic physics is commonly used when the properties of a macroscopic 
object or phenomenon are investigated without having to discuss the behaviour of in­
dividual atoms. This field originates some ten years ago motivated by the electronics 
industry or biophysical investigations and control of DNA. The mesoscopic scale is the 
nanometer scale. At this level one can talk about the average densities, charges or other 
characteristics of a material and statistical properties have a meaning. The scientists of­
ten perform experiments and calculations by averaging over structures at the mesoscopic 
scale. This means that they replace the discrete structure of atoms with a continuous dis­
tribution of mass, charges, etc. The present work is dedicated to the study of two active 
mesoscopic systems: molecular motors and broad area semiconductor lasers. Inspired 
by the fascinating mechanism of these active systems, we are working to understand 
their functionality at the mesoscopic scale because these systems are influenced by small
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internal or external fluctuations. These fluctuations influence their spatio-temporal dy­
namics, but still conserve their coherence. It is possible to investigate theoretically and 
numerically these open systems and to accurately predict their macroscopic behaviour 
and properties.
1.1 Introduction to Biological Systems
A deeper understanding of cells and molecules requires a multi-disciplinary approach 
including mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and computer science. In the past 20 
years, molecular and cell biologists have worked together with physicists. For example, 
advanced methods and techniques are now available to examine physical and chemical 
properties of single macromolecule or complex of large molecules as a result of significant 
contributions in physics. Lasers can be used to measure the force of an enzyme complex, 
or can visualise the structure of single large molecule. Effective computer simulations 
allow to reproduce the behaviour of biological systems, to predict processes and interpret 
data sets.
Nature has created perfect machines at the molecular level, so called ’biomotors’ or 
’molecular motors’. Molecular motors are proteins embedded in structural, chemical, 
energetic and genetic context of living cells. Each animal or plant cell is characterised 
by a high degree of spatial organization which is maintained in a stationary state far 
from equilibrium by motor proteins. A typical eulcaryotic cell might contain between 
fifty and a hundred different types of molecular motors and constitute about 60% of a 
cell’s dry weight with no waste products and an efficiency nearly 100% [49]. Natural 
molecular motors change chemical energy to mechanical energy, where the chemical en­
ergy comes from the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the energy source of the
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cell. The mechanical work may be used for muscle contraction, cell division, transport of 
vesicle, structural support, motility, or communication function across the intracellular 
environment. It also regulates biological response and catalyses biochemical reactions 
for metabolism. Molecular motors and the supporting filament structure represent key 
proteins of the cytoskeloton, a dynamic spatio-temporal structure that undergoes contin­
uous reorganisation. The two constituents participating in this efficient process, namely 
the so-called filaments and the molecular motors will be discussed in more detail in the 
next section.
1.1.1 Cytoskeletal Filaments
Cells are polar structures and their interior is neither homogeneous nor isotropic [9]. The 
range of cell size is from 2^m to 120//m [53]. There are two different types of cells: 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic. Prokariotes are cells without a nucleus (mostly bacteria), 
while eukartiotes (the cell in all multicellular organisms) are complex cells which are typ­
ically an order of magnitude larger. Cells differ in their shape and internal organisation. 
In addition they are capable of changing their shape, moving organelles and moving from 
one place to another.
The cytoskeleton, a network of protein filaments (Fig. 1.1), and molecular motors which 
use these filaments as tracks for directed transport, play a crucial role to transport 
molecules to different compartments of the cell as well as to maintain and reorganise the 
cell’s structure [62], The cytoskeleton, which is found in all types of cells, is a dynamic 
structure and provides the medium in which fundamental biophysical processes take 
place. Different functions require filament networks with different architecture. Inside 
each eulîaryotic cell is a complex filament structure composed of three classes of filaments: 
actin filaments, intermediate filaments and microtubules.
Actin filaments are twisted double strands consisting of monomers of the protein actin
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Fig. 1.1: The eukaryotic cytoskeleton filaments. Actin filaments 
are shown in red, microtubules are shown in green and intermediate 
filaments in blue.
(Fig. 1.2(b)). They are 8nm in diameter and have a length from 7nm to several cm 
[43]. Being the thinnest of the cytoskeletal filaments, they are also called microfilaments. 
The spatial organization of actin filaments is more complex. Close to the cell’s edge 
they predominantly point outward and form a band just beneath the plasma membrane 
that provides mechanical strength to the cell, but inside the cell they can be randomly 
orientated [31]. They also link transmembrane proteins (e.g. cell surface receptors) to 
cytoplasmic proteins, anchor the centrosomes at opposite poles of the cell during mitosis, 
pull apart dividing animal cells during cytokinesis, generate locomotion in cells and 
interact with molecular motors in skeletal muscle fibers to provide the force of muscular 
contraction. The actin filament network acts as local tracks for some motor proteins (e.g. 
myosins).
The intermediate filaments are made of eight subunits in rope-strands (Fig. 1.2(c)) and 
are 8nm to llnm  in diameter [43]. There are several types of intermediate filaments, each 
composed of one or more proteins characteristic for the corresponding filament type: 
keratins are found in epithelial cells, hair and nails; nuclear lamins form a meshwork 
that stabilises the inner membrane of the nuclear envelope; neurofilaments strengthen
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the long axons of neurons; vimentins provide mechanical strength to muscle and other 
cells. Despite their chemical diversity, intermediate filaments play similar roles in the 
cell providing a supporting framework within the cell. They are the most strongly bound 
and heterogeneous filaments of the cytoskeleton.
Microtubules are straight, hollow cylinders, with a diameter of about 25nm, and length 
varying from several micrometers to possible millimeters in axons of nerve cells [15]. 
They are formed by 13 protofilaments. Each protofilament is a linear arrangement of two 
dimers (Fig. 1.2(a)). A heterodimer is 8nm long and consists of two globular proteins, 
alpha and beta. Microtubules have a dynamic behaviour. They grow at each end by the 
polymerisation of tubulin dimers, binding head-to-tail [16]. This process always occurs 
more rapidly at one end, called the plus end. The other end, less active, is called the 
minus end. The microtubules are found in both animal and plant cells. In plant cells, 
microtubules are created at many locations and seem to be throughout the cell. In animal 
cells, they originate at the centrosome. Microtubules are typically arranged radially, with 
their plus-ends directed outward, at the cell periphery, and their minus ends close to the 
nucleus at the cell centre. In nerve cell axons, microtubules are unipolar with the plus 
ends pointing in the direction of the synapse. Also in dendrites, microtubules are unipolar
Fig. 1.2: Cytoskeletal filaments: (a) rnicrotiibule; (b) actin filament; (c) intermediate filament.
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and pins ends point to the periphery [40].
Together with associated molecular motors, the cytoskeleton filaments participate in a 
wide variety of cell activities, most of these activities involve motion. For example, 
they play an important role in the fundamental cell functions like: cell migration, cell 
division, movement of organelles and vesicles, cell polarity development, secretion, exten­
sions and cell integrity maintenance. The microtubule network is used for long-distance 
transport, for example, from near the nucleus to the plasma membrane. By contrast, 
actin-dependent motor proteins are used for the short-distance transport, within the re­
gion near the plasma membrane [40]. The random distribution of actin filaments can be 
used to achieve a more uniform distribution of cargos. They enable an easy transfer of 
molecular motors between different region in the cell [54].
1.1.2 Molecular Motors
Molecular motors are complex protein structures, typically of the order of lOnm in di­
ameter. They undergo constant motions and structural changes in cells under normal 
physiological conditions [6]. The interaction between molecular motor and filaments is 
powered by the free energy release from ATP hydrolysis [49]. From experimental results 
it is known that molecular motors can move in both directions and this movement is 
mediated by plus and minus ends of the microtubules. For example in neurons, vesicles 
carried by different families of molecular motors, are transported along axonal micro­
tubules both toward and away from the axon tip.
Molecular motors differ in the cargo they carry, in the type of filaments they bind to, and 
in the direction of movement along filaments. Due to the last characteristic, molecular 
motors are classified in two groups: rotary and linear molecular motors. The rotary mo­
tors, such as the bacterial flagellar motor and Fl-ATPase, perform a rotational movement. 
Linear molecular motors move in a linear fashion along their corresponding filaments, e.g
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Fig. 1,3: Schematic drawing of molecular motor cyle in respect with ATP (adenosine 
triphosphate). The molecular motor binds ATP molecule to the molecular motor 
head domain (MM). The ATP hydrolysis in ADP (adenosine diphosphate) and 
inorganic Phosphate (Pi). The free energy released from this process is transduced 
into directed movement by the molecular motor.
myosin drag and row to contract muscle, kinesin and RNA polymerase or helicase - craw 
to transcript gene codes [50].
Energy sources are important key factor for most living organism to exist. The sun­
light, among other energy sources, plays a crucial role in molecular motors activity. 
Photosynthesis converts light energy to electrochemical potential energy in the form 
of transmembrane charge separation. Molecular motors are typically powered directly 
by transmembrane proton motive force, or by high chemical energy such as adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP). Each motor head has a binding domain which acts as an ATPase 
which absorbs and hydrolyses ATP. In the same time, molecular motors use the free en­
ergy released from the hydrolysis of ATP to perform mechanical work and convert it into 
movements [62]. The molecular motor cycle which uses ATP is shown in Fig. 1.3. After 
inorganic phosphate (Pi) and ADP (adenosine triphosphate) are released, the molecular 
motor resets itself to initial configuration.
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1.1.3 Linear Molecular Motors
Linear molecular motors come in a wide variety of designs. A typical eukariotic cell might 
contain between 50 and 100 different types of linear molecular motors [50]. The linear 
motor family is divided in three sub-families: myosin (Fig. 1.4 (b)) moving along actin 
filaments, kinesin (Fig. 1.4 (a)) and dynein (Fig. 1.4 (c)) moving along microtubule. 
All these subfamilies share structural similarities in having a head, or a motor domain, 
a linker region and a tail region. Head domains interact with specific binding sites 
along the filament track. The stalk ends in a tail domain and is used to connect the 
motor to its cargo or to adjacent polymers [24]. For example myosin heads, also called 
cross-bridges, can link two sets of filaments. Kinetically, there are many differences, for 
example their dissociation rates and the affinity of the proteins to bind ADP [32]. Each 
linear molecular motor is specialised to perform a particular cellular function including 
intracellular transport, intraciliary transport, cell division, nucleokinesis, cell and ciliary 
motility, and cellular morphogenesis.
Molecular motors are able to recognise the microtubule polarity. The organisation of the 
tracks combined with the specific molecular motor determines the direction of transport 
[54]. The rapid transport of organelles, like vesicles and mitochondria, along the axons 
of neurons takes place along microtubules and carried out by kinesins. Locally intracel­
lular transport often employs multiple molecular motors of different classes on the same
Fig. 1.4: Schematic figure of linear molecular motors: (a) kinesin; (b) myosin and (c) dynein.
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organelle. For example, kinesins and dyneins attach to, and move lipid droplets along 
microtubule in a bidirectional fashion inside a Drosophila embryo [54]. When Idnesins 
mediate the transport of vesicles to neuronal termini, they are degraded and the vesicles 
are transported along actin filaments by myosin V in the actin-rich neuron terminus [15].
1.2 Active Optoelectronics Systems
1.2.1 Introduction to  Semiconductor Lasers
A laser is a device that creates and amplifies a narrow, intense beam of coherent light. 
The invention of the laser can be dated back to 1958 with the publication of the scientific 
paper ’Infrared and Optical Masers’, by Arthur L. Schawlow and Charles H. Townes. 
The laser can be found at the top of any list of the greatest inventions of the last half of 
the twentieth century. First built in 1960, lasers now range in sizes from semiconductor 
lasers as small as a grain of salt to solid state and gas lasers as large as a storage building. 
They have become a symbol of high technology. Lasers find wide applications in industry 
for cutting and drilling materials, in medicine for surgery, in communications, scientific 
research and holography. They are an integral part of familiar devices such as bar-code 
scanners used in supermarkets, scanners, laser printers, and compact disk players.
Semiconductor laser technology has developed rapidly in the last years. Since 
1980, an enormous effort in fundamental and applied research has been undertaken. 
As a result, the performance of semiconductor lasers has increased in terms of stability, 
efficiency and reliability. They operate in pulsed mode at sufficiently low temperature, or 
continuous wave operation at room temperatures. A combination of optical and electronic 
semiconductor technology led to a continuous improvement in lasers emission properties 
[36]. Nowadays inexpensive semiconductor lasers are mass-produced for use in high 
quality laser printing, data storage, free space communication, material treatment and
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Fig. 1.5: A possible classification scheme of the semiconductor laser devices according to the 
fabrication technology.
as pump sources for solid state lasers and fiber amplifiers. More complex semiconductor 
lasers can transmit billions of bits per second through optical fibers [36].
There is a wide variation in the structure of semiconductor lasers which reflect 
specific requirements such as high-power output, single-mode operation, low threshold, 
size or packaging, and high efficiency. Fig. 1.5 visualises the classification of semiconduc­
tor lasers, as a consequence of the typical fabrication technology of semiconductor lasers. 
Depending on the resonator structure, one can distinguish between edge-emitting devices, 
i.e. Fabry-Perot type diode lasers, distributed feedback (DFB), stripe lasers, laser arrays 
and surface-emitting devices like Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs). 
The edge emitters emit light from the cleaved edges of the device propagating parallel to 
the grown layers. In surface emitting devices the light propagates perpendicular to the 
layers.
In spite of the development of new generations of semiconductor lasers devices, 
they are still vulnerable to various instabilities. Their dynamical performance is strongly 
influenced by the properties of the semiconductor material, the physical structure and 
external parameters. For this reason a continuous study of the dynamical behaviour and 
underlying principles are now more necessary than ever before.
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1.2.2 Broad Area Semiconductor Lasers
Broad area semiconductor lasers (BALs) are high power, edge emitting lasers, that find 
applications in various devices, including environmental sensing, medical applications, 
telecommunications, measurements and control in the field of printing technologies. Early 
broad area semiconductor lasers were homo junction lasers, which were made entirely of 
a single semiconductor compound for both the p and n sides of the junction. Continuous 
wave operation was merely possible at very low temperatures (around 77K). Double 
heterojunction BALs have an active layer sandwiched in between two layers of different 
material (i.e. GaAs in between two AlGaAs layers). This structure offers attractive 
features like low threshold current density, the capability of continuous operation at 
room temperature and the light gets confined to the region where the amplification takes 
place, which improve the efficiency of the device. Typically, BALs have a large emitter 
width and have output power values in the order of IW - lOW (see Appendix B). In 
comparison to conventional Fabry Perot Lasers, the emitter width can be enlarged from 
5/Lim to 50^m [21]. A typical size of the laser active area is 1000/imx50/xmx0.1//m 
(lengthXwidthXheight). Charge carriers are injected through the top contact into the 
stripe and recombine in the active zone (Fig. 1.6) leading to stimulated and spontaneous
contact
d
w
Fig. 1.6: Schematic figure of a broad area semiconductor laser. 
Charge carriers are injected through the contact stripe at the top 
and bottom of the device. Light propagates in longitudinal (z) 
direction. L is the cavity length, w is the emitter width and d is 
the thickness of the active medium.
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light emission. Typical materials for the active medium are GaAs or InGaP.
As the refractive index is higher in the active layer than in the cladding layers, 
the field concentrates there (optical confinement). Carriers are concentrated in the active 
layer because the energy bandgap is smaller in the surrounding layers. Due to the carrier 
confinement it is possible to reach very high electron and hole concentrations simultane­
ously. The high concentration of electrons and holes in the active layer leads to a high 
recombination rate in this layer. Both optical and carrier confinement improve the device 
performance as they reduce unnecessary losses and the threshold current.
In contrast to narrow-stripe semiconductor lasers BALs have a wide active zone 
which supports transverse multi-mode behaviour. Due to this fact we have to take into 
account that spatial dependence plays an important role in their complex dynamics. 
Charge carriers injected into the active area of BALs do not only scatter but also diffuse 
in the transverse direction (æ). In the vertical direction {y) the optical fields are confined 
due to the strong wave-guiding effects of the semiconductor laser heterostructure. In the 
longitudinal {z) direction the laser cavity forms a Fabry-Parot resonator, inside which 
the optical field propagates in forward and backward directions. The concentration of 
injected carriers (electrons and holes) is very high in a BAL, and the nonlinear interaction 
between carrier and light will produce filamentation visible in the near-field dynamics. 
This phenomena degrades the spatial and temporal coherence of the emission and it is 
therefore desirable to develop mechanisms to control it.
Chapter 2
Spatio-Temporal Dynamics and Control 
of Molecular Motors
The present research on molecular motors is mainly focusing on the example of ki­
nesin. This type of molecular motor belongs to the processive motors which move several 
nanometres along microtubules before detaching. The processivity thereby is closely re­
lated to its two-headed structure. One head remains attached to the microtubule while 
the other head detaches, moves, and reattaches to the filament. This movement can 
be regarded as a hand-over-hand movement. In order to achieve work from their perfor­
mance the activity of the kinesin motors must be regulated both temporally and spatially. 
Similar to a semiconductor laser the molecular motor system is an open system. There 
are control parameters, such as diffusion coefficient, external forces, the number of fil­
aments, the space between filaments and the geometrical arrangement of the filaments, 
which have a strong influence on the spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular motors. I 
am going to investigate theoretically and numerically the behaviour of kinesin motors 
under the influence of these parameters. The theoretical model on which the numerical
13
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simulations are based will be presented in the first section, followed by the numerical 
results section.
2.1 Kinesin
Kinesins belong to the class of linear molecular motors. The superfamily of kinesin pro­
teins has 45 members in total. Kinesin-1 (also called conventional kinesin) was the first 
one to be identified [40]. They distinguish themselves from myosins and dyneins by hav­
ing members that move in opposite direction, e.g. conventional kinesin moves towards 
the plus end of a microtubule while Ned protein moves towards the minus end of a micro­
tubule [18]. Kinesins perform various functions in Vivo’, including axonal transport, in­
tracellular transport and intraflagellar transport. The cargoes of kinesins include various 
membranous organelles, mitochondria, lysosomes, endocytic vesicles, tubulin oligomers, 
intermediate filament proteins, mRNA complexes and other macromolecular complexes 
[40]. The highest diversity of kinesins is found in neuronal cells where they are involved 
in intracellular axonal and dendritic transport, but also in neuronal path finding and 
migration.
Kinesin-1 is a dimeric molecule with two globular heads (9nmx3nmx3nm) (Fig. 
2.1). Each head has a binding site for a microtubule and a second binding for a nucleotide, 
such as ATP [16]. The head domain has two heavy chains and two light chains made of 
amino acids. Each heavy chain ends with a head and is connected via the neck linker to 
light chains. The light chains are associated with the end of the motor protein and bind 
the cargo. The two heads are responsible for both enzymatic and motor activity [61]. 
Like dynein, kinesin is a protein that binds and moves along a microtubule substrate. 
Because the microtubule has a polarity, the subunits of kinesin are all oriented in the 
same direction relative to one another, and the bound kinesin will point in a definite 
direction on the microtubule [61]. One of the characteristics that sets it apart from 
other linear molecular motors is that each of its globular heads is formed by a single
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Fig. 2.1; Schematic figure of a kinesin carrying a vesicle along the niicrotubule.
polypeptide. Kinesin’s motor domain weighs three times less than myosin’s head, and 
ten times less than dynein’s head [7]. Kinesin-1 is a highly processive motor, i.e. it takes 
100 steps before dissociating from the microtubule [29] with a fraction of the total cycle 
time devoted to processivity of nearly 100 % [61]. Processivity is very important in the 
living cells and permits transport of different cargoes involving a small number of motors.
There are different ways molecular motors ’walk’ on the filaments. All experi­
mental studies are consistent with the view that dimeric kinesin moves in a ’hand-over 
hand’ (or ’head-over-head’) fashion (Fig. 2.2), i.e. by alternating steps in which one 
head moves forward while the other one remains attach to the microtubule. The step 
size on the filament is 8nm. The two heads of kinesin act in a coordinated fashion, 
such that the binding and hydrolysis of ATP by one head promotes ADP release by its 
counter part [7]. Optical trapping data suggest that it takes one spatial step for each 
ATP molecule it consumes, even under loads as large as 5 pN [70]. When kinesin is 
not bound to microtubule, it binds strongly ATP. During the ATP hydrolysis cycle, the 
sequential products of hydrolysis are released: Pi, then ADP. Then kinesin moves freely
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in the cytosol. The situation changes when kinesin is attached to microtubule. Hackney 
has found that two-headed kinesin rapidly releases half of its bound ADP, retaining the 
rest [32]. When kinesin binds to microtubules, it binds weakly ADP [61]. Kinesin disso­
ciates stochastically from the microtubule to allow the possibility of finding another track.
C  a  tubulin 
G  p tubulin H
kinesln's domains 
(heads)
Fig. 2.2; Kinesin movement along niicrotubule in a ’hand-over­
hand’ fashion by alternating steps. One head moves forward while 
the other one remains attach to the filament.
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2.2 Molecular Motor Properties
The properties of molecular motors differ in several respects from macroscopic machines 
and heat engines:
9 molecular motors are very small and they operate in a medium where the viscous 
drag and thermal noise totally dominates the inertial forces [9]. The motion is 
stochastic and obeys only on average the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
• these systems are isothermal and operate strictly at constant temperature since at 
molecular scale any temperature fluctuations are damped out in few nanoseconds
[64].
• a molecular motor can be processive in two different ways. It can turn over multiple 
ATP molecules, or it can take multiple steps along the track [14].
• an important concept for a molecular motor is the ’duty ratio’, the ratio of the total 
cycle time of the motor when it is attached to the filament, and the time spent in 
detached states. For practical purposes, motors can be classified as porters (high 
duty ratio) and rowers (low duty ratio). For example kinesins are porters and 
muscle myosin are rowers [14].
• some molecular motors work in large ensembles, like the muscle myosin and flagellar 
dyneins, in smaller groups or alone, i.e. cytosplasmatic kinesin and dyneir^ [47];
• molecular motors can provide long distance transport which predominantly is done 
by kinesin and dynein [31];
• some motors operate in cyclic fashion, undergoing a number of steps that corre­
spond to changes in conformation and/or in chemical state and eventually reset 
themselves to their initial configuration. The steps of the mechanical cycle are
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coupled to the states of a chemical cycle that generate the energy that fuels the 
movement [9].
® The movements of cytoskeletal motors cover many length and time - scales. Three 
different regimes can be defined: (i) chemomechanical coupling of a single step 
(lOnm, few ms); (ii) the direct movement of a bound motor along the filament 
(1/xm, Is); (iii) the random walks arising from the unbinding and rebinding of 
molecular motors to the filaments ( »  1mm, :$> Is) [49, 62].
• the molecular motor’s energy scales with thermal energy k s T  which, at room tem­
perature, equals 4.1 pNnm. Due to their small size, an energy of 1 k s T  is enough 
to cause significant conformational fluctuations and their deformations require only 
picoNewton forces. The interplay between Brownian forces and viscous drag forces 
may provide the basis for a rich class of phenomena in observed living cells [6].
® the motor velocity is one of the most important properties which quantifies the 
performance of the molecular motors. The average velocity is a function of two 
controlled parameters: ATP concentration and applied external force with a maxi­
mum value in the order of l /im/s  (for high ATP concentration and zero load force)
[49].
•  the external load force is strongly correlated with the motor velocity. The stall 
force for kinesin is about 5pN and it supports forces in excess of lOpN (in absence 
of ATP) [16]. In the presence of external load force, the motor velocity is observed 
to decrease monotonically with increasing load. Kinesin motor behavior depends 
strongly on the direction of the loading (forward or backward) and the speed can 
decrease or increase [8]. Occasionally , the conventional kinesin may talces one step 
backward and then moves forward, but almost never takes two steps backward in 
a row, probably because of an irreversible transition in the mechanical cycle [61].
Several human diseases are associated with dysfunction of molecular motors. De­
fects in a molecular motor system can result in disturbances in the various cellular mech­
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anisms. A mutation in motor proteins can affect one organ, but it is also possible that 
it affects multiple organs and causes syndromic diseases [40]. For example, Charcot- 
Marie-Tooth disease type 2A is a kinesin and dynein related motor disease. Another 
neurodegenerative disease which has been shown to reside within the kinesin-based ax­
onal transport, is the Alzheimer’s disease. The molecular motors involved in fast axonal 
transport (anterograde and retrograde) are kinesins and dyneins. Mutations in three dis­
tinct myosins (MVI, VII, XV) result in deafness and in kinesin II lead to a situs inversus 
(inappropriate placement of internal organs) [74]. Also, the molecular motor malfunction 
leads to some respiratory, immunological and digestive disorders or to infertility. The list 
does not finish with these examples. As research continues it is likely that more related 
diseases are being discovered. A deeper understanding of how molecular motors work 
and how their dynamics can be controlled, researchers hope gain a better understanding 
of what causes these diseases and how to prevent them in the future.
2.3 Understanding the Molecular Motors World
A motor molecule interacting with a track and cargoes has many degrees of freedom. In 
general some degrees of freedom do not appear explicitly in the description of the motor, 
but they affect its motion implicitly as stochastic forces, sources of friction, and entropie 
contributions to the potential energy surface that governs the motor dynamics [9]. The 
rest of the system variables define an n-dimensional state space in which the motor moves. 
Each point of the state space represents a unique configuration of the motor and has an 
associated free energy, which depends on the system variables and defines the potential 
energy surface in which the motor moves. The possible interactions of molecular motors 
are: interactions within the molecular motor ensemble, between the motor and its track, 
between the motor and fuel molecules, and interactions with the environment. Since a 
molecular motor converts the chemical energy into mechanical work, at least one of the
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system variables must measure the progress of the chemical reaction. These are called 
the chemical variable or reaction coordinates [9]. All others will be called the mechanical 
variables. In the simplest case, the molecular motor can be described by one chemical 
and one mechanical variable.
A number of theoretical approaches have been developed to describe the dynam­
ics of molecular motors. Although there is much variation in design and performance 
among molecular motors, several experimental results suggest that many of them share 
fundamental features that can be understood with the same basic concepts and theories. 
Such theories seek to describe the physical principles that govern the behaviour of molec­
ular motors, such as the fluctuations in their operation, the nature of coupling between 
chemical reaction and physical coordinates.
The dynamics of molecular motors at the macroscopic level can be understood by 
applying Newtonian mechanics. On this level of approach the dynamics can be described 
by the following equation of motion;
mx A - ^  = -T)x +  f{t)  +  (2.1)
where m  is the mass of the particle, V is a periodic potential, rj is the friction coefficient, 
^(i) is a Gaussian white noise that describes the fluctuations imposed on the particle 
and f{t) represents the external forces. The left-hand side of the Eq. 2.1 describes 
the deterministic conservation part of the dynamics of the particle and the right-hand 
side describes the effect of thermal environment. The molecular motor can be seen as 
Brownian particle and in the presence of a polymer (filament) will experience a periodic 
potential (V{x)). The filament-motor interaction is typically described by an asymmetric 
potential. The system of particles is driven out of thermodynamic equilibrium by this 
asymmetric potential [57]. This asymmetric potential can rectify unbiased nonequilib­
rium fluctuations into a fluctuation induced current [34]. This combination will generate 
useful work.
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At the microscopic level, the movement of molecular motors can no longer be 
explained using Newtonian mechanics because the molecules are in continuous random 
thermal motion and the energy barriers are a few fcjgT [53]. In such an overdamped 
environment, fluctuations are noticeable and the inertial term in the Eq. 2.1 can be 
neglected. The equation of motion takes the form of a Langevin equation [3]:
#  =  +  /W  +  (2.2)
This is a fundamental equation that expresses the dynamical impact of deterministic 
forces and fluctuations.
Most processive motors appear to move stochastically. For this reason the motion 
of molecular motors was described using theoretical models based on stochastic theory. 
To develop a stochastic description of molecular motors, a probability density is intro­
duced. Then, the evolution of the system can be described on the basis of Fokker-Planck 
equations;
dPm{x, t) /dt  -1- dJm{x, t) /dx  = Im{x, t) (2.3)
where Pm{x,t) is the probability density to find the motor particle at coordinate x, time 
t and in the internal state m. The chemical reactions force the motor protein to switch 
from one internal state at position x  to another state in the same position x. 
are currents and are transition current densities. For a given position , each
probability density P^  may change because of diffusion which leads to currents Jm or 
transitions between the different internal states. The currents (Jm)
(2.4)dx  ' ' dx
depend on the molecular interaction potential Vm and on the mobility of the particle pi. 
Einstein relation for equilibrium systems D — piksT  links the diffusion constant (D),
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and the mobility of the particles pf, where ks  is Boltzmann’s constant, and T  is the 
absolute temperature.
Current models describing the motor dynamics fall under three distinct categories:
• spatially discrete models use continuous time Markov chains and mathematical 
states represent different chemical states of the hydrolysis cycle, which drives the 
physical motion and the position of the individual molecular motor along the fil­
ament, This approach takes into account all the chemical steps in the hydrolysis 
cycle and has the advantage of being analytically solvable. However, this model 
does not take into account the physical motion of the free motor domains that 
move between the binding sites. Instead, they assume that this motion occurs 
instantaneously [46].
« Continuous models assume that molecular motors move in a continuous free energy 
potential and depend on thermal diffusion. The physical motion of the motor is 
accurately represented, but these models are only valid if the time scale of the 
chemical kinetics is short as compared with the physical motion of the molecular 
motor. In general, these models are useful to investigate the role of an external 
force on chemical Idnetics.
• The last category is a combination of discrete and continuous models. It treats 
changes in the chemical states of the motor as discrete events while maintaining the 
continuous motion of the heads. This model provides the most accurate description 
of the mechanochemistry that underlies energy transduction in molecular motors
[24],
A simple scheme which captures the general aspects of molecular motor motion 
and force generation is the ratchet model or isothermal ratchet which assumes that 
molecular motors work at a fixed temperature [43]. A ratchet system is able to transport
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particles with nonzero macroscopic velocity, although on average no macroscopic forces 
are acting. This approach is widely used for numerical simulations because generic fea­
tures of the motion generation can be extracted. Furthermore, it can be extended to 
describe many other types of molecular motors. An important subclass of the ratchet 
model category is the two-state model. Coupling a two-state model to a chemical reac­
tion, which induces transition between the two states of the motor, leads to motion and 
force generation if the system has a polar symmetry [64]. This two-state model is very 
useful in describing the kinesin motion for which the two motor domains move in a hand­
over-hand fashion. The potentials represent the interaction of the motor heads with the 
protofilament. Each of the Idnesin heads can move along its own periodic potential with 
a period of 8nm in an overdamped environment [16]. The potential period corresponds 
to the tubulin heterodimer length. Each of the potentials can be shifted relative to each 
other by an arbitrary distance. The shift in potential is motivated by the dynamics of 
double-headed kinesin.
The theoretical model on which numerical investigations on kinesin are based will 
be presented in the next section. This mesoscopic model is based on Fokker-Planck 
equations. Solving these equations one can obtain distribution functions from which 
any average of the macroscopic variable is obtained by integration. The Foldcer-Planck 
formalism replaces the discrete states of kinetic models with continuous potential func­
tions defined on geometrical coordinates that represent the conformational motion of the 
molecular motor. The reason to choose this formalism was that it gives the possibility to 
investigate numerically the spatio-temporal dynamics of an ensemble of molecular motors 
interacting with filaments in a spatially inhomogeneous biological medium.
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2.4 The Theoretical Model - Fokker-Planck Equations
The present theoretical and numerical investigations are based on the spatially and tem­
porally resolved model which was developed in the TAG group by E. Gehrig and O. Hess
[25]. The model consists of an ensemble of processive molecular motors (kinesin) inter­
acting with filaments (microtubules) in a spatially inhomogeneous biological medium. It 
takes into account the spatial and temporal degrees of freedom. In this work it is used as 
basis for an analysis of the spatio-temporal dynamics occurring on the mesoscopic scale. 
The kinesins which can be attached to filaments (bound) or move freely (unbound) in a 
embedded environment are represented by particle densities {p{r,t)). The interactions 
of the kinesin heads with the filament are described by two sawtooth potentials. This 
potential configuration corresponds to the bound state (Fig. 2.3). The flat potential cor­
responds to free molecular motors. The source of energy is the difference of the chemical 
potential of fuel and the products in the ATP hydrolysis. Their dynamics is determined 
by the current resulting from the space-dependent potentials (Vi(r, ^)) and by spatio- 
temporal fluctuations.
t attachment/detachment
drift current
Fig. 2.3: Schematic drawing of the two states of molecular motors. 
The shifted potentials are space and time dependent and of equal 
periodicities (L) and amplitudes (Vq)-
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The theoretical description of the dynamics of molecular motors is based on 
Fokker-Planck equations. The motor system is represented by particle densities which 
can be in one of the internal states. The equations of motion for the particles with a 
spatially dependent set of parameters are able to describe the self-organised patterns of 
kinesins on microtubule. The probability density Pi(r, t) denotes the probability to find a 
particle ensemble at position r and time t in state i  The internal states representing the 
steps of the chemical cycle can be reduced to two states, a ground state and an excited 
state. Because the two heads of kinesin contain an ATP binding site, each state is asso­
ciated with one of the heads being bound to the filaments. For each state i, the particle 
experiences a sawtooth periodic potential K(r, i) (Fig. 2.3). The potential profile builds 
a link between chemical reactions and motor motion. The potentials are approximated 
using a sum over sine functions:
% =  ^  vf"sin(kmr + $m) +  ^14 (2.5)
m
with spatially dependent amplitudes The spatial variation is included via a space- 
dependent fluctuation term SVi that will be simulated with a Gaussian distribution. The 
fluctuations in the potential arise from the binding and dissociation of ATP. In numerical 
simulations potentials talce the following form:
1 . /  2'Kz \  1  . /  47T% 1 (2.6)
with a constant amplitude Vq = bksT  and z=l,2. The present model combines two identi­
cal potentials with a constant energetic landscape. This is motivated by the conformation 
of kinesin, a double-headed molecular motor. Each of the two states corresponds to a 
situation where the motor head is strongly bound to the filament. The attached state of 
the kinesin head is described by a sawtooth potential. Because the two kinesin heads are 
identical, the two states are identical up to a relative shift. The two identical potentials 
are shifted by a half period (Vi(æ) =  ^^(z 4- T/2)), where L  is the periodicity of the 
potential. The constant energy landscape corresponds to the free motors which does not 
interact with filaments. This situation is valid as long as the variation of the second
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potential does not exceed ksT.  The transitions between the states are localised within a 
region near the potential minima where the chemical cycle is related to the motion in a 
more regular way. Because of the symmetry between the two heads, the reaction of one 
head (first head +  ATP) and the other head (second head +  ADP +  Pi) occur with the 
same rate. Elsewhere the transition rates vanish [65]. A particle which is initially in the 
potential minima, can get excited into state two, from where it diffuses or falls back into 
state one.
The molecular motors dynamically attach to the filaments or detach from the 
filaments. The distribution of attached motors (in state i) is given by the following 
equations:
^ P i(r , t) =  -V - ji(r, t) +  Pooi(r)Pcx)(r, t) +  ^  kji{r)pj{T, t)
jjii
-Pioo(r)pi(r, t ) ~ y ]  kij{T)pi(r, t) (2.7)
In Eq. 2.7 the attachment rates Pooi(r) and detachment rates Pioo(r) are spatially depen­
dent because the detachment of molecular motors may depend on the spatially varying 
potential shape and on external force [25].
In order to relate the behavior of the ratchet model to experiments, one has to 
implement the chemical kinetics into the above Fokker-Planck equation. The transition 
current densities Ii depend on the transition rates %i(r), respectively % (r) from state j  
to state i and vice-versa and have the generic form:
I i  =  ' ^ { k j i { r ) p j { v , t )  -  k i j { r ) p i { v , t ) )  (2 .8)
The transition rates are spatially dependent and can be influenced by the ATP concen­
tration.
The probability current {ji{r^t)) represents the source terms in Eq. 2.7:
ji{r, t) =  -pi{r)[kBTVpi{r, t) + (VPi(r,t) -  F{r, t))p<(r,i)] (2.9)
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and results from the interaction with the filaments and the action of a possible external 
force (F(r,t)). Diffusion processes are quantified by the diffusion coefficient A  =  PiksT, 
where pi is the mobility of the particle. The diffusion coefficient is given by the Stokes- 
Einstein relation [49] and depends on the thermal energy, the dynamics and viscosity of 
the environment and the effective hydrodynamic radius of motor particle. Typical values 
for the diffusion constant are 2.4 - [49].
The diffusion of the free motors is described by the following equation:
^Poo(r, t) =  -V'icx) +  ^  rioo(r)pi(r, t ) T o o i { r ) P o o { ^ ,  t) (2.10)
with the probability current for free motors:
ioQ =  -Afoo(r)[&gTVpoo(r, t) -  F{r,t)p^{r,t)].  (2.11)
These equations of motion for the particles (2.7 - 2.11) contain a spatially depen­
dent set of parameters like: density and distribution of particle in the medium, molecular 
properties (e.g. potential shapes, diffusion constants), interaction between the particles 
and interactions between the particles and their environments with characteristic in­
teraction time. ■ In conclusion, these equations model the spatio-temporal dynamics of 
molecular motors by describing the evolution of the spatially varying particle density, 
the transitions between the potentials, drift currents and the interactions with the em­
bedding medium.
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2.5 Numerical Results on Molecular Motors
The spatio-temporal dynamics of kinesin motors consisting of two motor domains is inves­
tigated using numerical simulations. The numerical model allows a detailed description of 
the motion of Idnesin motors. The dominant theory of the kinesin movement is so called 
’symmetrical hand-over-hand mechanism’. In this mechanism the two motor heads can 
be considered fully equivalent to each other. For the implementation of the equations in 
the computer code one needs to approximate the continuous dimensions with a finite set 
of points. This discretization can be done on the basis of the finite difference method. 
In general, this scheme advances the solution at each spatial point to the next time step. 
By iterating the procedure, the time evolution of the system can be calculated for longer 
times. The coupled system of partial differential equations for the probability densities 
(Eqs. 2.7 - 2.10) are solved by numerical integration using a Hopscotch method [30] 
where operators are discretized in space and time by the Lax-Wendroff method [69] (see 
Appendix A). The bound molecular motor properties, like speed and processivity, can be 
understood by analysing the motor distribution (pi(r, f)), current distributions (ji(r,t)) 
and transitions rates differences (d%(r, t)). Molecular motors moving along filaments build 
up a density gradient, which generates a diffusion current and a drift current. In the sta­
tionary state, the diffusion current balances the drift current of bound motors. If an 
external force is applied, the distribution current is modified.
Investigations using Monte Carlo simulations for molecular motor systems without 
boundary geometries provide solutions for time evolution of the drift velocity and diffusion 
constants [2]. However, in reality the cell represents a bound system. More recent studies 
used extended models to include the influence of bounded geometries. They revealed that 
the geometry of compartments leads to a slowing down of the molecular motor motion 
[51]. Furthermore, the system may also be very sensitive to the number of motors and 
arrangement of filaments [44]. These results were close to ’in vitro’ and/or ’in vivo’ 
experimental observations. ’In vivo’ microtubules are commonly organised into radial 
arrays, where the minus ends are pointing to the centre, close to nucleus and the plus
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(a) (b)
w
Fig. 2.4: Schematic drawing of the arrangement of filaments: (a) parallel and (b) 
radial, s is the separation between filaments, w is the filament width and 6 is the 
angle between filaments.
ends are radiating outward [60]. Until now, the majority of the numerical simulation 
has been performed for a parallel arrangement of the filaments [25, 51]. In order to 
understand the molecular motor dynamics in a biological cell, our numerical simulations 
are based on the known properties of molecular motors.
In this framework, the control of the dynamics of molecular motors will be investi­
gated by using different arrangement of filaments. If we assume that we are far from the 
nucleus, then we can consider a parallel arrangement of filaments. But if we are close to 
the nucleus, then more realistic configuration is the radial one. Filament arrangements 
are shown in Fig. 2.4. In our numerical simulations we use both arrangements of fila­
ments in order to investigate the influence of filament configuration. For both situations 
we consider immobilised filaments, which means that each filament is modelled as a rigid 
rod of length I and with a constant width of w =  25 nm. All numerical simulations are 
carried out with the parameters listed in Table 2.1. The molecular motors may either 
move freely in the surrounding medium or be attached to the filaments.
In our theory the motor system is represented by the distribution of free and 
bound motors, respectively. As long as the motors are attached to the filaments, they
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s (separation between the filaments) 20-100 nm
w (filament width) 25 nm
1 (filament length) 200 nm
n (number of filaments) 2-10
L  (potential period) 16 nm
D  (diffusion coefficient) 2.4-24
Fo (stall force) 5-7 pN
6 (angle between filaments) 0-60 degrees
1 (microtubule length) 200-400 nm
Pioo (detachment rate) 10
Foo* (attachment rate) 10
k n T  (thermal energy) 4.2 xlO~'^pNpm
Table 2.1: Some numerical parameters for kinesins and microtubules used in numerical simulations
can move along them. Their diffusion on the filament systems is determined by the 
mutual interplay between drift currents, transition rates and their distributions. Fig. 
2.5 (a-c) shows three snapshots corresponding to the spatially resolved bound motor 
distribution (a), drift currents (b) and the difference between transition rates (c) along 
one filament. The snapshots were taken at the start of the calculations. Initially, the 
motors are assumed to be homogeneously distributed in the centre of the filament, with 
equal density of bound and free motors. Molecular motors accumulate near the potential 
minima due to the drift current {ji) and potential shape (T )^. Thus, the distribution of 
bound motors (pi) reflects the shape of the potential. The spatial variance of potential 
shapes leads to a spatial variance in drift currents. Positive currents result in down­
hill motion of molecular motors. The small steps at the start of each potential period 
refer to negative drift currents. By choosing an appropriate value of transition rates, 
Aki = kjiPj — kijPi, the molecular motors can be transferred from the ground state to
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the excited state. The transition rates from the ground state to excited state are chosen 
to be highest in the potential minima. The spatial transition rates bridge the regions of 
negative drift currents by transferring the motor molecules to the neighbouring potential.
(a) pi{x,z,to)
A s
(b) j i{x,z,to) (c) k2lP2{x, Z, (o) -  ki2Pl {x, z, to)
Fig. 2.5: Snapshots of the spatial motor distribution (a), drift current (b) and difference of transition 
rates (c).
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Once the molecular motors are on the excited state, they can either continue their prop­
agation along filaments, then relax again to the lower level or detach from its track and 
move freely. The free motors are described with a constant energetic landscape.
In the next section I am going to analyse the effect of diffusion constant, the 
number of filaments, the separation between filaments and external forces on bound 
motors distribution current and velocity. The various influences affecting the molecular 
motor motion will be investigated using two types of filament arrangements. The first one 
considers a parallel arrangement of filaments in direction of propagation, the z direction. 
The second arrangement of filaments is the radial one. We expect that the arrangement 
of filaments will have an important influence on molecular motor dynamics. For both 
systems we will select regions where the maximum number of filaments will be 10.
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2.5.1 Parallel Arrangement of Filaments
Previous numerical investigations have revealed that a microtubule may come into contact 
with hundreds (low kinesin densities) or thousands (high kinesin densities) of motor 
molecules [27]. Only a fraction of these remain attached for longer periods of time. 
Therefore, most of the work is done by a relative small number of motors. Fig. 2.6 
shows snapshots of the distribution of bound motors (a-c) and free motors (d-f) at the 
starting point of numerical simulations and after 2ms and 6ms, respectively. The motor
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Fig. 2.6: Snapshots of bound (a-c) and free (d-f) motor distributions.
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distribution is coded via a coloured scale, such that the red shading corresponds to high 
distribution densities and blue shading corresponds to low values. In the start of the 
calculation the motors were assumed to be homogeneously distributed in a rectangular 
area of the filament system, with equal density of bound and free motors. Molecular 
motors continuously bind and unbind from microtubules. Immediately after the start of 
the simulation, the periodic potential leads, via the drift currents, to an accumulation 
of bound motors in the potential minima. With increasing time the detachment and 
attachment of the motors in combination with diffusion leads to a characteristic motor 
distribution for bound and free motors. Bound molecular motors move on filaments 
toward the cell periphery immediately after the initialization. We use the convention that 
the filaments are oriented in such a way that the bound motors move along z direction. 
At the same time free molecular motors have an undirected motion in the surrounding 
fluid and their distribution increases. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 2.6, second row, 
where the whole space between filaments is filled with free motors in both directions. 
These results confirm that the transport along filaments is done by a relatively lower 
number of bound motors.
The spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular motors can be influenced and con­
trolled by various parameters like diffusion constants, transition rates and optical exci­
tation. Numerical simulations have revealed that the diffusion in the embedding fluent 
affects the spatio-temporal dynamics of free motors [25]. If the diffusion constant of the 
free motors is small, the molecular motors move small distances until they reattach to 
the filaments. On the other hand, if the free motors are subject to a higher diffusion 
constant, they can move long distances until they bind again to the filament. The move­
ment of free motors is influenced by the diffusion in the fluid, while the spatio-temporal 
dynamics of bound motors is dependent on diffusion along the filaments. Experiments 
have revealed that typical values for the diffusion constant for bound motors are between 
2Apm^s~^ and 24/LAm^ s“  ^ [49]. The diffusion constants are given by the Stokes-Einstein 
relation [4]. Fig. 2.7 shows the spatio-temporal dynamics of the distribution of bound
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Fig. 2.7: Snapshots of the bound motor distribution along filaments with a diffusion constant of 1 nrri^s^^ 
(a,b) and 9 (c,d) at two different time steps, 1ms and 6ms after start-up.
motors along one filament for low (a,b) and medium (c,d) values of the diffusion con­
stant. The snapshots were taken after 1ms (a,c) and 100ms (b,d). Each plot shows the 
sum of bound motor distribution in ground and excited levels. The molecular motors 
were assumed to be homogeneously distributed in a rectangular area around the centre 
of the filament system. These results show that a large value of the diffusion constant of 
bound motors leads to a fast movement of the motors in the direction imposed by the 
potential shape. As a consequence the velocity of the bound motors on the filaments 
will increase with an increasing diffusion coefficient of the bound motors. Finally, Fig. 
2.8 summarises the influence of the diffusion constant on the bound motor distribution
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Fig. 2.8: Average distribution current of bound motors as function of diffusion constant. The separation 
between filaments is s =  30nm and the number of filaments is set to 3.
currents. The free motor diffusion coefficient is fixed to a constant value {Dq =  Ifirn^/s). 
It is clear that the bound motor distribution currents increase noticeably with increasing 
diffusion constant, however this tends to saturate for higher values of diffusion constant 
{Db = 8 — 10fim^/s). For even higher diffusion coefficients there is often seen a turn­
ing point [25], i.e. the velocity decreases again if the diffusion is much too high since 
the motor distribution is larger than the typical width of the transition induced by the 
excitation.
If we choose a relatively high value of diffusion constant (Db = 6fim?/s) and vary 
the separation between filaments from 20nm to lOOnm at the same time, the bound mo­
tors immediately react to these changes. The response of the motors to the separation 
between filaments is shown in Fig. 2.9. The distribution current of bound motors de­
creases exponentially with increasing separation between filaments. This is due to fast 
accumulation of large numbers of free motors in the region between the filaments. In the 
model this effect is reflected in the term FooiPoot» which becomes larger due to increases 
in the free motor distribution while the difference FooiPooi — FiooPtoo is constant. If the
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Fig. 2.9: Average distribution current of bound motors as a function of space between filaments. The 
diffusion constant for bound motors is Db=6/xm^/s.
bound motors try to detach from the filaments, there is a little space left as the region 
between filaments is occupied by a high density of free motors. As a result, the bound 
motors stay attached for a longer time to the filaments and must slow down to be able 
to continue their movement.
Generally, the distribution current of molecular motors is influenced by changes in 
the spatial arrangement of filaments. We thus also expect variations in the drift current 
of the motors if we vary the number of filaments. Our numerical results summarised in 
Fig. 2.10 prove a significant influence of the number of filaments on the dynamics of 
the molecular motors. The distribution current varies significantly with the number of 
filaments. In particular, the dependence can be described with two characteristic regimes. 
In the first regime, the average drift current increases linearly with increasing number of 
filaments. In the second regime, the current then decreases exponentially. As can be seen 
a further increase in number of filaments leads to a reduction of motor velocity due to a
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Fig. 2.10: Average drift current of bound motors as function of number of filaments. 
The separation between filaments is s=  30 nm. The diffusion constant for bound 
motors is Db=6jum^/s.
fast increase in free motor distribution and the bound motors are not strongly confined 
to the potential minima.
Mechanical forces and deformations can induce biological responses in the cells. 
There is an ample evidence to suggest that many normal and diseased conditions of a cell 
depend upon or are regulated by their mechanical environment [6]. Protein molecules 
are not a static and rigid structure, they are deformable. Thus their conformations can 
be altered by mechanical forces. Forces can be measured either by allowing a working 
motor to bend to a glass micro-needle, or by attaching the motor to a bead, gripping the 
bead in an optical trap (a focussed beam of infra red laser light) and setting the motor 
to pull the bead. Such experiments give mechanical information about single molecular 
steps [14]. The external force is very strongly correlated with the molecular motor veloc­
ity. The force required to stop a single kinesin molecule is about 5-7 pN [78], depending 
upon the ATP concentration and it supports forces in excess of 10 pN in absence of ATP 
[16]. In the presence of an external load force, the motor velocity is observed to decrease
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monotonically with increasing load. Experimentally, it has been observed that under an 
increasing load the speed of individual kinesin decreases almost linearly and the velocity- 
force curves are linear [73, 13]. Other numerical models predict a similar effect of force 
on the motor velocity but the shape of the load-velocity curve is a reverse sigmoid [23]. 
The cause of this difference between the experimental and numerical results has not yet 
been found. Our previous results have proven that the number of filaments have a strong 
influence on the distribution currents. Thus, I am going to apply backward forces of 0 to 
10 pN and vary the number of filaments at the same time. The numerical results shown in 
Fig. 2.11 fit a quasi reverse sigmoid curve. The stall force is found at about 7 - 8pN and 
the maximum velocity is obtained at zero loads. In addition to this, the number of fil­
aments change the shape of the force-velocity curve. In conclusion, our results reveal that
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Fig. 2.11: The external force - velocity profile for Df,= 6/x m^/s, *’=25 nm, for 
different numbers of filaments: 3 (black squares), 4 (blue circles), 5 (red triangles) 
and 6 (green starts).
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the difference between experimental and numerical results is mainly due to the number of 
filaments. Furthermore, if we chose large values for the separation between the filaments, 
the motor velocity decreases linearly with increasing external forces.
Numerical simulations reveal that the processivity and the speed of molecular 
motors are influenced by the various internal or external parameters and their mutual 
interplay. These control parameters are represented by diffusion constants, number of 
filaments, space between filaments and backward external forces.
2.5.2 Radial Arrangement of Filaments
(a) =  0 ms (b) t 2 =  10 ms (c) ts =  30 ms
(d) t 4  =  50 ms (e) ts =  70 ms (f) 6^ =  90 ms
Fig. 2.12: Snapshots of the spatial distribution of bound motors for a radial arrangement of filaments. 
The time between snapshots is 10 ms.
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The radial arrangement of the filaments and initial motor distribution are shown in 
Fig. 2.12 (a). The separation between the filaments is set to 25 nm, and the angle between 
adjacent filaments is 10 degrees. Both motors and filaments occupy a certain spatial 
volume. In particular, when the angle between the filaments is relative small, a large 
region along the filaments is densely occupied by Idnesin motors. This region corresponds 
to the end of the filaments which is closer to the nucleus. Due to the small separation 
between the filaments, free motors try to reattach to filaments. This effect leads to an 
increase in the bound motor density (Fig. 2.12 (b)). Therefore, bound molecular motors 
slow down. If a motor detaches from the filament, or diffuses away, it will try to rebind 
to the filament at a later stage. In this situation, the closest region will be the one 
close to the nucleus. At the start, the snapshots seem to indicate that the motors move 
backward (Fig. 2.12 (c-d)). However, this behaviour is no real backward propagation 
but a direct consequence of the spatial broadening due to the rebinding of the molecular 
motors to the filaments. After a short time, the molecular motor ensemble continues in 
the preferred forward direction. (Fig. 2.12 (e)). In order to avoid this situation, we focus 
in the following on a region more distant to the nucleus. In numerical simulations this 
situation can be reproduced by increasing the angle between the filaments. Then the 
molecular motors will move forward and the accumulation of a large number of motors 
in one place will be reduced.
The next step will be to analyse the spatio-temporal dynamics of bound motors as 
function of the diffusion constant. The corresponding profile of the distribution current 
as function of the diffusion constant is shown in Fig. 2.13. These results show the 
same behaviour as is found for the parallel arrangement of filaments and gives the same 
maximum distribution current at a diffusion constant equal lOfxm^/s.
If we vary the number of filaments, the interaction between bound and free motors 
changes. The results shown in Fig. 2.14 depict the averaged distribution current as a 
function of the number of filaments. The diffusion current increases linearly for a low 
number of filaments, reaches its maximum for a number of filaments equal 5, and then
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Fig. 2.13; The distribution current of bound motors as function of diffusion coefficient. The 
number of filaments is set to 3 and with an angle between them equal 30 degrees.
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Fig. 2.14: The distribution current of bound motors as function of number of fila­
ments. The diffusion constant for bound motors is Db=6/um^/s.
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decreases exponentially. The number of filaments influence the spatio-temporal detach­
ment and attachment to filaments, therefore leading to a change in a spatial and temporal 
distributions of molecular motors. These results are similar to ones for the parallel ar­
rangement of filaments. By arranging the filaments in a radial layout, the distribution 
current reaches lower values for a large number of filaments due to a rapidly decreases in 
motor velocity.
To study the effect of external forces on the velocity of bound motors, we have 
used the same values for the amplitude of the external force like the ones used for the par­
allel arrangement of filaments. We know that a backward force applied to the molecular 
motor system will always slow down their motion. Fig. 2.15 shows the effect of back­
ward external forces on the velocity of molecular motors. For this radial arrangement 
of filaments, kinesins velocity decreases exponentially. The stall force is about 8pN. For 
low external forces (2pN) the molecular motors immediately slow down to half of their 
speed.
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Fig. 2.15: Velocity of bound motors as function of external forces. The 
number of filaments was set to 3.
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Additional to the above analysis of external forces - motor velocity dependence, 
we are going to analyse the motor distribution for different numbers of filaments, 3, 5 
and 9. Fig, 2.16 shows snapshots of the spatial motor distribution along one filament. 
All motor distributions were analysed for the same time, at 1 ms after initialization. For 
this comparison we have used a low amplitude of the external force (IpN). This value 
corresponds to typical conditions of a laboratory motility or biochemical assay which uses 
a load force less than IpN [70]. All motor distributions show modulations in their pro­
file. The spatial separation of neighbouring extrema directly reflects the period length of 
the potential. At the start, the motor distribution is between 25nm and 75nm in length. 
The motor distributions displayed in Fig. 2.16 (b) have moved much more efficient to the 
right side compared to the situations displayed in Fig. 2.16 (a) and (c). Parts of the dis­
tributions have already left the displayed spatial regime and only the trailing part of the 
motor distribution profile is visible. The numerical results demonstrate that even under 
the influence of external forces, the kinesin motor is sensitive to the number of filaments. 
The different number and separation of filaments influence the interaction between free 
and bound motors. This effect can be interpreted as changes in the spatio-temporal 
detachment and attachment to filaments. In consequence there are different degree in 
accumulation of motors on filaments. The spatially accumulated motor distribution may 
fit better or worse to a given excitation profile or transition rates. The profiles of the 
motor distribution along central filament for 3 and 9 filaments are similar because the 
distribution currents have similar values (Fig. 2.14). For 5 filaments the profile of the 
motor is completely different because the distribution current has the highest value and 
implicit the highest drift velocity, and motors move faster along filaments.
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Fig. 2.16: Profiles of the motor distribution along central filament for (a) 3 filaments, 
(b) 5 filaments and (c) 9 filaments. The external force was set to IpN.
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2.6 Summary
I have investigated the spatio-temporal dynamics of kinesin motors under the influence 
of diffusion coefficients, number of filaments, separation between filaments and backward 
external forces. The mesoscopic model includes two different arrangement of filaments: 
parallel and radial. The theoretical and numerical investigations are based on spatially 
and temporally resolved Fokker-Planck equations that consider the selective excitation 
of molecular motors and spatio-temporally molecular properties.
Numerical simulations reveal that it is very important to take into account the 
spatial arrangement of filaments. Furthermore, the results strongly depend on whether 
the investigations are performed close to nucleus or far away from it. In particular, 
the spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular motors under the influence of external forces 
is different if one choose a parallel or radial filament arrangement. The motor speed 
and processivity strongly depend on the influence and mutual interplay between fila­
mentous structure and the distribution of free and bound motors. In particular, the 
spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular motors is strongly influenced by the number of 
filaments. The full inclusion of the mutual influence of control parameters and molec­
ular motion into the mesoscopic model allows a realistic investigation and analysis of 
molecular motor dynamics and helps to clarify the differences that may occur between 
experimental and numerical results.
Chapter 3
Spatio-Temporal Dynamics and 
Delayed Optical Feedback of Broad 
Area Semiconductor Lasers
Since broad area semiconductor lasers are often part of communication systems, the 
optical feedback phenomenon occurs naturally in such systems (e.g. inhomogeneity of 
the system, every connection between different parts, back reflection from a fibre facets). 
Delayed optical feedback is one of the main possibilities to return parts of the optical 
output back into the laser. It is essential to understand and control this phenomenon 
as this type of feedback can generates instabilities in the laser output, or under certain 
conditions, it improves some features of the free running laser, such as the transverse mode 
suppression and narrowing of the linewidth. The dynamics of semiconductor lasers with 
optical feedback has been the topic of extensive experimental and theoretical research 
during the last years. The improvements in emission dynamics by using optical feedback 
was originally described in [11] for a diode laser array. For example, by using an external 
cavity such as conventional mirrors, combined with spatial and/or spectral filtering, it
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is possible to substantially improve the spatial and/or temporal coherence properties of 
the laser. The influence of structured delayed optical feedback on BAL was investigated 
theoretically [71] and experimentally [79], using a miniature-sized convex external mirror 
and varying the pumping current. The results have confirmed that with such a setup it 
is possible to stabilise the spatio and temporal emission of BALs. By adding spectral 
filtering to the delayed optical feedback into a diode laser it is possible to induce controlled 
oscillations in the instantaneous frequency of light of the laser [20], e.g. with a prism 
inside the external cavity [52]. It has been demonstrated that the dynamical behaviour 
of semiconductor lasers subject to external optical feedback is dependent on the injection 
current and the optical feedback strength and the feedback length [37]. It has been found 
that there are five distinct regimes that are defined by the level of the feedback power 
ratio [75]. The boundaries between regimes also depend on the internal parameters 
of the free running laser. The first regime corresponds to very low levels of feedback 
(less than 10"? %). Such levels have the effect of either narrowing or broadening the 
spectral linewidth. The second regime is characterized by feedback levels which depends 
on the distance to the external reflector. There is an apparent splitting of the emission 
line arising from the rapid mode hopping. As the feedback is increased towards the 
third regime, the mode hopping frequency and the mode splitting frequency increases. 
The third regime is characterised by stable single-mode emission and very small values 
of feedback power ratio. The forth regime is termed ’coherence collapse’ because of the 
drastic reduction in the coherence length of the laser. Due to its large broadband output, 
this regime is useless for coherent communications. In the fifth regime, at very strong 
levels of feedback, the coherence of the laser is regained. In this regime the properties of 
the external cavity system are generally assumed to be determined by the external cavity 
and the laser operates as a long cavity laser with a short active region.
In broad area semiconductor lasers with delayed optical feedback (BALDOFs), 
the external cavity is described by three parameters: the reflectivity of external mirror 
(i?o), the external round trip time {r^xt) and the geometry of the external cavity. A
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L Lgxt
Fig. 3.1: Schematic figure of a broad area semiconductor laser 
with delayed optical feedback. Lcxt is the external cavity length, 
Rq is the external mirror reflectivity.
schematic figure of BALDOF is shown in Fig. 3.1. A number of experimental results 
have demonstrated that BALDOFs are very sensitive to control parameters previously 
mentioned. At high feedback strength instabilities have been observed in the spatio- 
temporal dynamics [55]. Weak and moderate optical feedback, on the other hand, can 
lead to both, a more controlled dynamics but also to instabilities [68]. The first temporally 
resolved investigations of the dynamics of semiconductor lasers operating in the short time 
regime [38] have demonstrated a new dynamical regime which is dominated by regular 
pulse packages in the intensity dynamics.
The problem of delayed filtered optical feedback has been theoretically studied by 
using a set of rate equations [22, 21] and the Maxwell-Bloch equations [26, 71]. Theo­
retical assumptions and numerical analysis based on an rate equation extension of the 
Lang-Kobayashi equations has been used to describe the dynamics of a single mode semi­
conductor laser subject to optical feedback [72]. The results of numerical simulations on 
the basis of microscopic Maxwell-Bloch equations for BALs using an unstable resonator 
external cavity have demonstrated a stabilisation of the internal spatio-temporal intensity 
and density dynamics of BALs [71].
The aim of this work is to investigate the possibility of controlling the nonlinear
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dynamics of BALs with unstructured and structured delayed optical feedback. The 
unstructured delayed optical feedback is realised by using an external plane mirror and 
for the spatially structured delayed optical feedback a convex external mirror will be 
used. Choosing proper values of some of the control parameters like external cavity 
length and external mirror reflectivity, some unwanted instabilities in BALDOFs can be 
eliminated improving the spatio and temporal laser emission. The next section describes 
the theoretical model which is based on multi-mode Maxwell-Bloch equations. This set 
of equations is very useful for a fundamental analysis and understanding of multi-mode 
dynamics in broad area lasers. It is a realistic model to describe the optical feedback 
phenomena in a broad area laser with and without spatially structured delayed optical 
feedback.
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3.1 Theoretical Model - the Multi-Mode Maxwell-Bloch 
Equations
To describe the processes inside semiconductor lasers and their complex dynamics, three 
different theoretical models can be used to approximate the material-light field interaction 
[17]: phenomenological rate equations [1, 59], macroscopic Maxwell-Bloch equations [5, 
39, 81, 76], and quantum theoretical description of the full light and matter dynamics 
[12]. The rate equation approach, which has been used first by Tang and Statz and 
DeMars for the laser processes [33], describe global phenomena in laser, such as the 
intensity distribution of laser light. However, this model is insufficient for the treatment 
of many processes in modern laser physics because rate equations use just two variable 
to model the behaviour of the laser system. The macroscopic Maxwell-Bloch model is 
used as a basis for the study of various laser phenomena and for the analysis of the 
dynamics of laser light [33]. This semi-classical theory describes most laser processes 
and deals with the interaction of the electromagnetic field and the active medium of the 
laser. This theory was developed by H. Haken in 1962 and later an equivalent theory 
was developed by Lamb. The high-speed dynamics of semiconductor laser is determined 
by a complex interplay of ultrafast light fields and carrier dynamics. The third model 
treats classically the optical field using Maxwell’s equations and use a detail description 
of the active medium on a quantum-mechanical level.
The theoretical description and simulations of high-speed dynamics of the broad 
area semiconductor laser presented in this work is based on the multi-mode Maxwell- 
Bloch description. This description consists of multi-mode Maxwell’s wave equations 
and a two-level Bloch description for the active medium [39].
The wave equation of the electric field strength is obtained starting from Maxwell’s 
equations. The electric field E, dielectric displacement D, magnetic field ff , magnetic 
flux density JB, electric current density J  and charge density p, may change as function 
of the coordinates {x,y,z) and time t.
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V -D (r ,t )  =  p (r,t) (3.1)
V B (r ,f)  =  0 (3.2)
V x E (r ,« )  +  ^ B ( r , i )  =  0 (3.3)
V X  H(r, t) -  ~ D ( r ,  t) =  J(r, t) (3.4)
The dielectric displacement D  depends on the electric field E  and polarization P  of the 
medium via the relation D  = cqE +  P, where is the permittivity in vacuum. The 
magnetic field is related to the magnetic fiux density via /liq, the permeability in vacuum, 
JB =  juqH. Since an electrostatic charge produces only an electromagnetic field and is 
irrelevant to electromagnetic waves in an optical medium, it is neglected (p = 0) and this 
leads to [39]:
V - B  =  - - V - P  (3.5)
€ 0
Maxwell’s wave equation in a dielectric medium is thus:
1 1 A2- V ( V . P )  +  V ^ E - ^ ^ E  =  ^ „ - P  (3.6)
for the optical electric field E  and the macroscopic polarization P. The polarisation of 
the active medium splits into a linear and nonlinear part:
jP =  Pz +  Pyif =  €0Xl-^+ Pnl (3.7)
The wave equation reads:
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X,vv. B  +  - 1 J e  =  - 1  (v(V • P „0  -  i  J P n i )  (3.8)
with linear permittivity =  1 -I- xz-
BALs have a wide transverse active region and due to this fact, the charge carriers 
scatter in the transverse direction (rr) and diffuse away from the region where they were 
injected by the external pumping current. Due to the active region being sandwiched 
by cladding layers in the vertical direction (y), the optical field and charge carriers are 
confined in this direction. In the longitudinal direction (z) the laser cavity forms a 
Fabry-Perot resonator and the optical field propagates in forward and backward direc­
tions during a round trip. The optical field E(r, t) is the superposition of two waves, 
the forward propagating light field (x,z,t) and the backward propagating light field 
E~ (x,z,t):
E  = ^  g (3.9)
where c.c. indicates the complex conjugate contributions, is the vacuum wavenumber 
and w is the angular frequency. Similar, the nonlinear polarisation reads:
Pnl =  i ( f +  c.c) (3.10)
For many types of laser systems it is particularly important to take into account 
propagation effects and mode competition. To include such a superposition and interac­
tion of longitudinal modes in the theoretical description, the polarisation and the carrier 
density have to be expressed in terms of a multi-mode expansion [26].
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P{x, z, t) =  Z, ^  (3.11)
T l = 0  T l = 0
N(x, z, t) =  JV(o)(x, z, () +  ^[iV(„)(*, z, + % )(T, z, (3.12)
n=l
Applying the paraxial approximation and inserting multi-mode expansions by 
dropping the higher order modes in Maxwell’s wave equations, the wave equation reads:
^  ±  (3.13)
where Dp — {2niko)~^ is the diffraction coefficient with the vacuum wavenumber ico — 
2tt/X  and the refractive index of the active layer nf =  1 +  Re{xi), where Re indicates 
the real part, is the lowest coefficient of the mode expansion of the polarization. 
The waveguiding properties derived from the effective index approximation are included 
in the parameter r) = ko0n{x), V is the optical confinement factor which describes the 
spatial overlap of the optical modes and the gain.
The light fields are locally coupled to carriers within the active medium via the 
polarization which is described by the following set of equations [26].
^■^(0) — ~7p[(l +  +  (/? +  +  A (W o) +  ioi)E'^ +  A(i)E“ ) (3.14)
[0) =  —7p[(l +  iüihp) +  (p +  ia)N(o)]P^-^ +  02{{N(o) +  ia)E~  4- N ’^i')P'^) (3.15)
'Ol^U) ~  ""7p[(l +  i ^ h p )  +  (p +  %cr)A^ (o)]-F(t) +  (3.16)
^^(1) — ~7p[(l +  i ^ h p )  +  (p +  %cr)' (^o)]f(i) +  (3.17)
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where contributions in lowest (0) and first (1) order have been considered, ü  denotes 
the frequency detuning between the frequency of the electron-hole pair and the light 
frequency. 7p is the dephasing of the dipole. The dimensionless parameter ^2 determines 
the maximum gain. The material parameters p and a consider the increase in the po­
larization decay rate and the drift of the gain maximum with increasing carrier density, 
respectively. The a-factor is a key parameter for the dynamical behaviour of semiconduc­
tor laser and describes the amplitude-phase coupling. This nonlinear amplitude-phase 
coupling is caused by the carrier induced variation of real and imaginary part of the 
material susceptibility % =  Xr + iXi- Any changes of %% (imaginary part), i.e. optical 
gain, results in a change of Xr (real part), i.e. the optical frequency, a  enhances the 
linewidth and is described by:
having a decisive importance in many dynamical processes like optical feedback effect. 
For a semiconductor laser the linewidth enhancement factor takes the values between 2 
and 6 [12].
The ambipolar transport of carriers due to diffusion and their interactions with 
the light is described by the following equation for the carrier density:
—AT(o) —A -f DfV^N(fi) — 7nriV(o) -  2[E'^(P,J^ — AqE'^)*
A - E  (P ^Q j — A q P  ) *  4 -  C.C.]
— iV(i) =  — 4D//cJJV(i) -  7„r-N(i) — 2[£ff(P^” j — AqE~)* 
4- E-*(P^) -  AoE+) +  E^*P+) +  FTP^;],
(3.19)
(3.20)
A(r,t) is a spatially structured injection current, 7nrf^ the nonradiative recombination.
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D/V^N(o) models diffusion within the active layer. The last term in Eqs. 3.19 and 
3.20 is for the stimulated recombination of carriers. The notation c.c means complex 
conjugate. The parameter Aq guarantees a vanishing gain at transparency, and the 
parameters , JV(o), #(i) represent the lowest and first order coefficients of the
multi-mode expansion.
The pump term
I 0 otherwise
includes the injection current and describes the carrier injection into the stripe, where 
a; =  0 is the centre of the laser stripe, J  is the current density, 7]i is the fraction of carriers
which actually reach the active region, e the electron charge and d the thickness of the
active layer. The diffusion coefficient Df describes the diffusion of charge carriers and 
kz =  riiko denotes the wave number of the propagating light field, where rii is the linear 
refractive index of semiconductor.
The reflection of the optical fields at the facets of the broad area laser cavity is 
described by longitudinal boundary conditions:
E^{x, z = O^t) = —\^RiEr{x, z = 0,t) (3.22)
E~{x, z = L, t) ~  —-\/B^E^{x, z = L,t) (3.23)
where Ri and R 2 are facets reflectivities.
The transverse boundary conditions reflect the strong absorption of the optical 
fields in the wings outside the laser stripe and surface recombination effects of the charge 
carriers [39];
=  ^ N = - v „ N ,  x < + ^ w  (3.24)
AT — -l"VgriV, X ^  ——w (3.25)OX ox  2
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is the absorption constant and
Vgr =  (3.26)
is the surface recombination coefficient which includes the surface recombination velocity 
s and the transverse diffusion coefficient Df.
The dimensions of the optical resonator, together with the wavelength and the 
a. factor determine the geometrical properties of the laser beam, whereas the active 
medium and the pumping source, as well as the losses of the resonator, have a decisive 
influence on the output power of the laser source. A large lateral extension leads to high 
output power but also to the interplay and coexistence of many transverse modes. The 
longitudinal modes have a frequency spacing of Az/ =  c/(2nT), where c is the speed of 
the light in vacuum, L is the resonator cavity length and n is the refractive index of 
the active material. Only those modes which lie within the gain profile will be amplified 
and maintained. The number of the longitudinal modes is determined by the linewidth 
of the transition line and by the length of the laser; the longer the laser, the smaller 
is the frequency separation between longitudinal modes, leading to a large number of 
longitudinal modes coexisting within the linewidth. The transverse modes can greatly 
influence the spatial profile of the laser beam and the laser performance in practical 
application.
The control of transverse and longitudinal modes in a multi-mode BAL is a chal­
lenging goal to achieve. The presented semi-classical approach is very suitable for a 
fundamental analysis of the multi-mode dynamics [26]. Another advantage of the model 
is the inclusion of mode-competition and also the spatial resolution. The next section 
presents our results of BALs with and without delayed optical feedback. The numer­
ical simulations will allow us to investigate spatially and temporally the light-matter 
dynamics and nonlinear effects.
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3.2 Numerical Results for Broad Area Semiconductor 
Lasers
Due to their high output power broad area semiconductor lasers are widely used in op­
tical systems for communication and measurements. However, the performance of such 
lasers is limited by power fluctuations [80]. The large stripe width of the broad area semi­
conductor laser, dynamic spatial hole burning and the lack of guiding control lead to the 
simultaneous oscillation of several transverse modes. This results in beam filamentation 
which limits both spectral and spatial coherence of these lasers. For practical reasons it is 
desired to achieve a more controlled emission dynamics by reducing the number of excited 
transverse modes. In order to control the dynamics, various methods has been proposed; 
optical feedback [10, 28, 58], optical injection [66], phase-conjugate feedback [63] and 
phase-conjugate injection [41]. Both experimental and theoretical results have revealed 
that a change of the control parameters can affect the number of oscillating modes. In 
general, an increase in pumping current can lead to a higher number of transverse and 
longitudinal modes.
3.2.1 Free Running Broad Area Lasers
Broad area semiconductor lasers show a rich behaviour and display a wide range of insta­
bilities, from phase-locking to chaotic behaviour. In this chapter I am going to explore 
the nature of these instabilities and the possibility of controlling them by introducing 
delayed optical feedback. The numerical results are obtained using the simulation model 
[26] that is known to be in good agreement with experimental observations [55]. A fully 
temporally and spatially resolved model provides a deeper insight into dynamics of the 
devices. The dynamic variables that enter this model are; the charge density JV, the 
counter propagating light fields and polarisations P^. The dynamically calculated
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light-field amplitudes are complex and thus include the complete phase information. At 
the start of the simulations, at t =  0 the real parts of the optical fields are initialised 
with very small random values; the imaginary part is initialised with zero. The density 
N  is initialised homogeneously with small values and the injection current is switched on 
with a step function at t =  0.
The coupled system of partial differential equations for optical field and carrier 
densities (Eqs. 3.13 - 3.20) are solved by numerical integration using the Hopscotch 
method [30]. The operators are discretised in space and time by the Lax-Wendroff method 
[69]. The direction of light propagation is the z-direction, the transverse dimension is x. 
The beam profile is assumed to have a constant profile in y direction. In the simulations, 
a fixed number of points in longitudinal and transverse direction is used (for example 
=  51 and Ua, =  51). At every time steps all quantities are integrated in a self-consistent 
way.
Numerical simulations have been performed for a broad area semiconductor laser 
with an active GaAs layer, sandwiched between AlxGai..xAs cladding layers. The device 
has a cavity length of 1000 pm  and a stripe width of 100 pm. Due to the emitting 
width an output power of several Watts can be achieved while the optical spectrum
pump
Fig. 3.2: Schematic figure of a broad area semiconductor laser
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contains several longitudinal and transverse modes. In the first part of this chapter, 
numerical results on the dynamics of free running BALs under the influence of various 
pumping currents will be shown. In a second step, the BAL is subjected to delayed 
optical feedback from a plane and convex mirror. All numerical simulations are carried 
out using the parameters listed in Table C.l (see Appendix C). The following control 
parameters are being varied: pumping current, external mirror reflectivity and external 
round trip time (delay time).
The structure of a conventional broad area laser is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The 
pump current is injected via a contact stripe. The current density is j{xj above the active 
stripe and zero in the regions surrounding the active region. The injected carriers pass 
through the cladding layers and are trapped in the active zone, where they are subjected 
to stimulated emission, spontaneous and nonradiative recombination processes. In Eq. 
3.19, A =  IpumpVi/^d denotes the pump term, where Ipump is the electrical pump current, 
r]i is the portion of carriers which reaches the active region, e is the charge of an electron 
and d the thickness of the active layer.
It has been demonstrated experimentally that a broad area laser may operate 
in the fundamental transverse mode at sufficiently low pumping currents [35]. How­
ever, the spatial and temporal coherence of the output light changes dramatically with 
increasing stripe width. A larger stripe width of the BALs favours the creation of nu­
merous filaments. The origin of beam filamentation is due to changes in the carrier 
density which affect both the optical gain and the refractive index. Our numerical anal­
ysis shows that immediately after the first relaxation oscillation the light field breaks up 
into optical filaments. Fig. 3.3 display the spatio-temporal dynamics of the intensity 
I{x,Zyt) ~  4- \E~P- The emitted near field intensity is coded via coloured scale,
such that the red to yellow light shading corresponds to high intensities and blue shading 
corresponds to low intensities. The migrating filaments manifest themselves in spots of 
high or low intensity which dynamically change their position. The formation of the fila­
ments is a complex process due to nonlinear interplay between optical field and carriers.
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Fig. 3.3: Spatial and temporal dynamics of the near field intensity of a free running broad area semi­
conductor laser subject to a pumping current close to threshold value (300 mA).
The spatial hole-burning effect leads to localisation of the light field to regions of low car­
rier density, which induces a higher local refractive index. This effect causes an effective 
wave-guide being formed which leads to self-focusing and formation of filaments. The 
carrier density stay locally depleted until the filament moves. The dynamic filamentation 
depends also on transverse boundary conditions imposed by the wave-guiding structure. 
Also the filaments are longitudinally inhomogeneously due to the long cavity length of 
the BAL.
The filamentation becomes more pronounced at higher pumping levels and leads 
to a complex spatio-temporal dynamical behaviour. The variation of the index and gain 
with the carrier density has a strong effect on filaments. The ratio between variation of 
the index and gain with the carrier density is called a-factor (a =  = ~ n ~^ dg/dN^ -^
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Fig. 3.4: Spatio-temporal dynamics of a free running BAL subjected to different pumping currents: 
<7=300 mA (top row), J=900 mA (bottom row). Left columns show the time-averaged profile of the 
near field intensity, the middle columns presents the time averaged far-field profile with far field angle 0 
and the right columns display the temporally averaged profile of the charge carriers.
This means, with respect to the linewidth enhancement factor, that a strong variation 
of the gain with the carrier density leads to a destabilisation of the filaments, while 
the variation of the index with the carrier density leads to a stabilisation effect of the 
filaments and self-focusing. Fig. 3.4 displays the spatio-temporal dynamics and the 
temporally averaged spatial profile of the near-field intensity, far-field intensity, and the 
corresponding density of charge carrier of a BAL subject to different pumping currents : 
in the vicinity of threshold current Ipump ~  Ith (top row) and Ipump = ^Ith (bottom row). 
As the injectioii current increases, both the near field and far field change dramatically. 
When the light field propagates through the structure, the intensity will grow due to
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the stimulated emission, leading to an increase in the carrier recombination rate which 
will reduce the local carrier concentration and the local optical gain. Equilibrium is 
reached when the round trip gain compensates all the losses. The spatial profile of the 
excited carrier density (Fig. 3.4 (right columns)) is structured due to spatial-hole burning 
which originates from transverse mode instabilities in the stripe geometry of the BAL 
and induces self-focusing of the optical beam within the semiconductor laser. This leads 
to a brealdng up into multiple filaments and limits the beam quality of the device. The 
spontaneous emission in combination with the gain dynamics and spatial hole burning 
induces dynamical filamentation, which causes the asymmetry in the near field (Fig. 3.4 
(left columns)). This asymmetry is also present in the phase profile, which produces an 
asymmetric far-field distribution shown in Fig. 3.4 (middle columns). The multi-lobed 
near field intensity suggests the presence of several higher order transverse modes. As 
the transverse modes differ in amplitude/phase, they influence the structure of both, the 
near and far field which can have an asymmetric profile.
Fig. 3.5 clearly illustrates now the dynamics of the formation of filaments in the 
near field for three values of pump current Ipump Ith (&), Ipump — ‘Ilth (b), Ipump =  
2.7blth (c). There are significant differences between the near field intensities close to 
threshold and the ones at high pump currents. Filaments tend to change their spatial 
positions and temporal characteristics as the current is increased. When the BAL is 
driven above the threshold current only small variations in carrier concentrations are 
generated leading to merely small variations in the dielectric constant. As self-focusing is 
relatively weak, the filaments are wide. With increasing pumping current the difference in 
dielectric constant between the saturated centre of filaments and the surrounding higher 
gain region increases and the filaments get smaller in width. Also the filament spacing 
decreases with increasing pumping level and more filaments can coexist along the laser 
stripe. For example, when the pump current is about three times the threshold current, 
the separation between filaments is about 5 fjtm., four times smaller compared to the case 
where the pump current was close to threshold value. As the pump current is uniformly
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Fig. 3.5; Spatio-temporal dynamics of the near field intensity of a solitary BAL for 
three values of the pump current: (a) Ipump ~  hh , (h) Ipump -  (c) Ipump =
2.7blth.
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injected from the centre of the stripe, the local carrier density outside the filament is 
not depleted by the stimulated emission and rises quickly to a value above the threshold 
current [26]. Filaments are stabilised by self-focusing, ’sitting’ in a low gain region 
and high refractive index. The gain for filaments decrease very rapidly. As the beam 
propagates in the nonlinear medium and the formation of filaments can be only sustained 
when stimulated emission exist, the filaments will deplete region of high gain and they 
will change their position in space and time. In this way a new filament is created. 
The interaction between filaments in combination with their transverse and longitudinal 
dynamics, give a rise to chaotic characteristics in the spatio-temporal dynamics of the 
filaments.
Fig. 3.6 shows the corresponding optical spectrum of the solitary BAL. The re­
sults clearly illustrates the multimode structure of a free running BAL. This is due to the 
nonlinear interaction of laser field and the active semiconductor medium which breaks 
up the mode profile resulting in the transverse structures. The number of possible lasing 
modes can be estimated by counting the cavity modes that lie in the spectral region 
where the unsaturated gain exceeds the losses. Each mode group corresponds to a dif­
ferent longitudinal mode of the laser, spaced by AA =  0.09 nm (Az/= 41.78 GHz). The 
maximum number of transverse modes supported can be approximated by the Presnel 
number F  = w^/XL, where w is the stripe width, A is the wavelength of transmitted light 
and L is the laser cavity length. The calculated maximum number of transverse modes 
is 12. The numerical results on the optical spectra show that the number of longitudinal 
and transverse modes changes with the pump current. Increasing the injection current, 
the number of spectral modes also increase: e.g. from 5 to 9 transverse modes within 
each group of longitudinal modes. A complex mixture of spatial and spectral gain nonlin­
earities leads to mode competition. The higher transverse modes can be easily identified 
within each group by their shorter wavelength and their multilobed spatial intensity dis­
tribution. Due to the small frequency separation of longitudinal modes compared to the 
gain bandwidth, BALs are known to show characteristic instabilities in their multimode
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Fig. 3.6; Numerical results of optical spectra of a solitary BAL (left column) and experimentally obtained 
optical spectra of a solitary BAL (right column). Experimental results courtesy of Dr. Shyam Mandre. 
The solitary BAL was subjected to different pumping currents: (a;d) Ipump= 1-2/t/i, (b;e) Ipump=
(c;f) Ipump— 2.8/(A. The horizontal axis, which depicts the wavelength, shows ~  0.3nm wide section of 
the optical spectrum at 807nm.
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dynamics. Each longitudinal mode thereby influences the behavior of other longitudi­
nal and transverse coupling modes. The numerical results (Fig. 3.6 (left column)) are 
in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experimental results (Fig. 3.6 
(right column)) performed by Dr. Shyam K. Mandre at the Institute of Applied Physics, 
Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany. Experimental spatially resolved optical 
spectra have been obtained by using an imaging spectrometer. The horizontal axis (rc) 
represent the wavelength and shows ~  0.3nm wide section of the optical spectrum at 
807nm. The vertical axis depicts the position on the laser facet.
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Fig. 3.7: The transverse mode number as a function of pumping current for a free running BAL.
In conclusion, both, the numerical and experimental results demonstrate that the 
broad area semiconductor laser oscillates in multi longitudinal and transverse modes 
and exhibits irregular dynamics. This is due to the broad gain spectrum, the strong 
dependence of the active material refractive index on the excited carrier density and the 
gain and carrier density. It turns out that the variation of the pump current leads to
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an increase of the number of longitudinal and transverse modes and a broadening of 
the optical spectrum when the injection current reaches higher values (3.5Jth)- Fig. 3.7 
summarises the influence of the pump current on the number of transverse modes. For 
larger currents the time-averaged near-field intensity increases, but the output of the free 
running BAL is highly divergent and show low spatial coherence. So far the results clearly 
show the need to develop mechanisms that allow the control and reduction of longitudinal 
modes (ideally to single mode behavior). Several techniques have been developed in order 
to control the emission from BALs. A common way to influence the multi-mode behavior 
and improve the spatio-temporal dynamics is the use of delayed optical feedback, such as 
conventional mirrors. The study of such systems with time delayed feedback was initiated 
by Ikeda et al. [42], Recent experimental results have shown that it is possible to suppress 
longitudinal and transverse modes by using a small amount of external optical feedback 
(2%) [55]. The aim of the present research is to systematically analyse theoretically the 
influence of unstructured delayed optical feedback (DOF) and structured delayed optical 
feedback (SDOF) on the spatio-temporal dynamics of BALs.
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3.2.2 Broad Area Lasers with Unstructured Delayed Optical Feed­
back
In many applications, such as optical data recording and fibre-optic communication sys­
tems, semiconductor lasers operate in the presence of external optical feedback. The laser 
light is often carried by optical fibres or connectors to other devices. Every connection 
between different parts of the system and every inhomogeneity of the system will send 
back into the laser a small amount of light. Therefore, semiconductor lasers are subject 
to reflections of their own radiation. They exhibit a complex and sometimes unstable dy­
namics, for example low frequency fluctuations in the form of intensity dropouts of chaotic 
fluctuations leading to coherence collapse [77]. Numerous scientific publications indicate 
the influence of external optical feedback on lasers [26, 42, 45, 56, 58, 66, 67, 72, 77]. 
Soon after the invention of the laser scientists learnt how to use external optical feedback 
for control of the laser emission [19]. Nevertheless, many questions, such as the effect of 
time-delay on semiconductor lasers dynamics, are still unanswered. As a consequence, 
the investigation of the complex dynamics of lasers with external optical feedback remains 
an important issue. A better control of these systems means to be able to provide a high 
output power, a better spatial and temporal coherence, and a more stable emission. By 
offering suitable control parameters some technological problems may be easily solved 
through control techniques.
To illustrate the power of delayed optical feedback, I am going to use the setup 
described in Fig. 3.8, where the feedback element, a plane mirror, is placed at a dis­
tance consistent with the internal round trip time (ri„). The delayed optical feedback 
introduces two main control parameters into equation Eq. 3.27: the external mirror re­
flectivity (Rq) and the external cavity length (Lext) which is proportional to the delay of 
the feedback (Text)- For a broad area semiconductor laser with delayed optical feedback 
(BALDOF), the equations for the dynamics of the light fields propagating in forward 
and backward directions within the laser read:
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Fig. 3.8: Schematic figure of a broad area laser with delayed optical feed­
back. The feedback element is a plane mirror.
The last term in Eq. 3.27 is the time-delayed term to describe the field reflected from the 
external mirror, where Tin = "InaLjc and r^xt =  "^Lext/c are the internal round trip time 
and external round trip time, respectively. The dimensionless parameter k takes into 
account the reflectivity of the external mirror (Rq) and the laser facet mirror reflectivity
(RÙ-
k = {1 — Ri) (3.28)
In other words, the external cavity is characterized by two parameters: the strength of 
the feedback and the external round trip time.
In the next section the first step will be to analyse how the spatio-temporal dy­
namics is affected by moderate optical feedback {Rq =  1-20 %) for a fixed external cavity 
length {Lext = 3cm). Furthermore, the influence of delay time by varying the external 
cavity length between 1cm and 10cm will be investigated. These values are corresponding 
to an external round trip time between 2.75 Tin < Text < 30rj„.
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influence of External Mirror Reflectivity
As a first step in the investigation of the complex spatio-temporal dynamics of light and 
carriers in BALDOFs, the reflectivity of the external mirror will be varied between 1 
% and 20% to analyse the impact on the optical spectrum and mode dynamics. The 
optical feedback is applied at t=  0ns, using a plane mirror. The external cavity length 
(Lext — CTea:t/2) is Set to Lgxt= 3cm, whlch corresponds to a external round trip time of 
200ps (Text = 8.33 T in ).
The broad area semiconductor laser is sensitive to low feedback strength in the 
range of a few percents. With an appropriate choice of the feedback configuration it 
is possible to stabilise the emission dynamics and to suppress the number of transverse 
modes. These findings have been reported by the Institute of Applied Physics, Darm­
stadt University, Germany. Experimentally, their measurements have confirmed that 
low optical feedback can have a stabilising effect on the spatio-temporal dynamics of 
a BALDOF, while on the other hand, high feedback strengths can induce instabilities 
[55]. In collaboration with this group numerical simulations have been performed for 
a BALDOFs using the same parameters sets for a direct comparison (see Table C .l - 
Appendix C). When an external cavity is applied, the semiconductor laser is exposed to 
optical feedback by reflecting a part of the output beam back into the cavity. As a result, 
the number of longitudinal and transverse modes is found to be reduced. The calculated 
spatially resolved optical spectra (Fig. 3.9 - left column) are in good qualitative agree­
ment with the experimental results (Fig. 3.9 - right column). The vertical axis depicts 
the position along the laser facet and the horizontal axis depicts the frequency spacing 
between modes (for numerical results) or the wavelength (for experimental results). The 
optical spectra show that the number of longitudinal and transverse modes has been 
significantly reduced even for a low external reflectivity of Rext ~  2%. This still holds 
for higher pumping currents up to 4 times threshold current. The optical spectrum of 
the laser field includes several frequencies that are associated with longitudinal cavity 
modes. The optical feedback phenomenon leads to mode locking, reduction of modes or
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Fig. 3.9: Comparison of numerical (left column) and experimental (right column) optical spectra of a 
BALDOF {Rext =  2%) subjected to different pumping currents: (a;d)/p„,„p= l .l l th ,  (b;e) Ipump= L3/t/i, 
(c;f) Ipump= 2.5/th- The horizontal axis, which depicts the wavelength, shows ~  0.7nm wide section 
of the optical spectrum at 807nrn. Experimental results courtesy of Dr. Shyam Mandre (Institute of 
Applied Physics, Darmstadt University)
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to a random partition of the total power among the modes that oscillate simultaneously.
The spectral characteristics of multimode BALDOFs are results of the strong 
nonlinear interaction of the laser cavity and the external cavity modes and due to their 
competition for the gain. These phenomena are closely related with the spatio-temporal 
dynamics of the filaments. The optical feedback is the basis of the regenerative self- 
focusing feedback. In the regions of high optical intensity, the local gain is reduced 
by stimulated emission leading to a local increase in the refractive index, which further 
confines the light and increases the local intensity. Thus, external optical feedback allows 
a more regular migration of the filaments. This is induced by the superposition of internal 
cavity modes with the external cavity modes. This effect is shown in Fig. 3.10 (left 
column) which depicts the temporal evolution of total intensity for a free running BAL
(a), and a BALDOF subject to 2% external mirror reflectivity (b).
If the reflectivity of the external mirror is further increased up to 20%, the system 
exhibits a different spatio-temporal behaviour of the near field intensity (Fig. 3.11 (a,b)) 
but still one can observe a similar effect on the spectral modes, in particular concerning 
the reduction of their number. Fig. 3.11 (c,d) depicts the optical spectra for a BALDOF 
with two different values of the external mirror reflectivity (10%, 20%). All these results 
clearly demonstrate a suppression of transverse and longitudinal modes. The 2% exter­
nal mirror reflectivity has the strongest effect on the spatio-temporal dynamics of the 
laser system enhancing the longitudinal and transverse mode selection, which leads to a 
narrowing of the emission spectrum width.
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Fig. 3.10: Near field intensities (left column) and optical spectrum (rigth column) of a free running
BAL (a;c) and of BALDOF (b;d) with external mirror reflectivity 2%. The pumping current is close to 
threshold value and the external cavity length is Lext = 3cm.
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Fig. 3.11: Near field intensities (left column) and optical spectrum (rigth column) of a BALDOF with 
external mirror reflectivity 10% (a,c) and 20% (b,d). The pumping current is close to threshold value 
and the external cavity length is =  3cm.
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Effect of External Delayed Time on Near-Field Intensity and Optical Spectra
Due to the complex nature of the nonlinear interplay of numerous processes in the semi­
conductor lasers in combination with the processes of various time scales (ranging from 
the nanoseconds to picoseconds time regime), the understanding of the impact of delayed 
optical feedback in those devices is far from being complete. Early work on BALDOFs 
mainly investigated the effect of pump current and external mirror reflectivity for a fixed 
value of external round trip time. It is known that the delay time has a strong influence 
on the spatio-temporal dynamics of BALDOF due to the interaction of external cavity 
modes with the laser cavity modes. Later on, some experimental [38, 67, 77] and theo­
retical [26] investigations have been made for a short external cavity length (up to 3cm). 
It has been demonstrated [67] that there is a resonant coupling between these modes if 
the ratio between the length of the external cavity length and the optical length of the 
semiconductor laser cavity is a multiple integer or half integer within the interval 2 and 5. 
For a 1.6mm laser cavity length these situations correspond to an external cavity length 
between 1.18cm and 2.96cm.
The near field intensity and the mode dynamics reveal different patterns when the 
external roundtrip time has a specific value compared to the internal roundtrip time. The 
following numerical results show that the stability of the system is influenced by slight 
variations in the external round trip time. Small changes in the external cavity length 
have a significant impact on the overall dynamics as they control the interplay between 
the laser’s ongoing relaxation oscillation and the optical feedback. For certain values of 
the external cavity length, the laser system does show a strong reduction of transverse 
and longitudinal modes for low, but also for high values of external mirror reflectivity. In 
order to analyse the influence of the external delay time on the spatio-temporal dynamics 
of BALDOFs, the external mirror has been positioned at various distances consistent 
with laser cavity length (Lext =  m L ,m  =  1,2,3,..., 10). The external cavity length was 
varied between regime 1cm < Lext <  10cm. This range includes the value used in the 
experimental setup (Lext — 3cm) [56].
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The optical spectra illustrated in Fig. 3.12 show some of the results when the 
external mirror reflectivity is varied between 1% and 10% and the external cavity length 
between 1 cm and 10 cm. The applied pump current was set 1.5 Ith- For short external
R q =  2%
Rq =  4%
R q =  6%
Lext— 3cm Lpx.f. — 4cm
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Fig. 3.12; Optical spectra of a BALDOF subjected to different external mirror reflectivitties 
and R q =  2% (first row), R q =  4% (second row), R q =  6% (third row) and for two different 
values of external cavity length Lext =  3cm (first column) and Lext =  4cm (second column). 
The different pumping current was set to Ipump =  1.5/f/,.
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delay times, the laser emission reacts sensitively only for small values of the external 
mirror reflectivity (Rq = 2%). By increasing the external cavity length to 4 cm there 
are important changes in the emission spectra of BALDOFs. In particular for external 
mirror reflectivity of i?o= 6% the number of transverse and longitudinal modes has been 
signiflcantly reduced. Fig. 3.12 (e,f) illustrates very well the power of time delayed 
feedback, which leads to a stabilisation of the emission dynamics for more than one 
values of the external mirror reflectivity.
The imprint of mode competition is not only visible in the optical spectra results 
but also in the near field intensity. The time-averaged near-fleld intensity gives the 
possibility to correlate near field distributions to changes in optical spectra. Fig. 3.13
R o=4%
R=6%
L = 3 c m L ^ = 4 c m
-BAL
BALDOF
x(nm] X [pm]
Fig. 3.13: Comparison of averaged near field intensities between BAL and BALDOF.
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reveals significant changes in the averaged near field intensity profile for an external 
cavity length equal 4cm. This external cavity length corresponds to 10 times the optical 
length of the BAL. As a general tendency, the external mirror narrows and changes the 
profile of the near field intensity profile. This is due to a reduction of the number of 
transverse modes. If the external cavity length reaches the 4cm value, there is a strong 
mode competition and superposition of the modes leading to a considerable reduction of 
transverse and longitudinal modes.
As a general remark, the number of transverse modes can be significantly reduced 
if the external cavity length is set to proper values (above 3cm), By increasing the 
external delay time it is possible to reduce significantly the number of transverse and 
longitudinal modes for a large range of external mirror reflectivities. Of particular interest 
are the BALDOFs with an external mirror reflectivity between 2% and 10% and external 
cavity length between 4cm and 9cm. For this regime the number of transverse modes 
decreases dramatically for all pumping currents varied between the threshold and three 
time threshold current.
The physical interpretation can be based on the typical multimode instability. The 
system is essentially controlled by the delayed time, which fixes a resonance frequency at 
Te“5. In general, for a multimode semiconductor laser, several electromagnetic modes are 
able to operate, and there is a nonlinear coupling between them. Also between internal 
and external cavity modes there is a strong nonlinear coupling, leading to an instability 
which gives origin to the drop of the total intensity and to fast variation of refractive 
index.
The detailed numerical simulations of the near field intensity and optical spec­
tra have identified the external cavity length as being the dominant control parameter, 
followed by external mirror reflectivity, for obtaining a more stable spatio-temporal dy­
namics in the BALDOFs. Fig. 3.14 summarises the influence of the external cavity 
length on the number of transverse modes for different values of external mirror reflec­
tivity as a function of injection current. These results reveal that the best reduction of
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Fig. 3.14: Mode dynamics as a function of external mirror reflectivity and external cavity length
transverse modes is achieved with an external cavity length equal Lea:f=6m, i.e. 60 times 
the semiconductor laser cavity.
In conclusion, I have shown that a certain degree of transverse mode control and 
pattern stabilisation can be achieved in broad area lasers by applying external optical 
feedback and choosing carefully the external delayed time, external mirror reflectivity 
and pumping current, depending on application required.
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3.2.3 Broad Area Lasers with Structured Delayed Optical Feedback
For many applications, it is desirable to design the feedback for BALs in a way that both 
temporal and spatial degrees of freedom can be better controlled. Structured delayed 
optical feedback (SDOF) might possibly lead to a better stabilisation of the laser emission. 
In this respect, in the current section I throughout investigate numerically the potential 
effect of spatially structured delayed optical feedback (SDOF) on the emission of BALs 
by varying the radius of the external curved mirror and its reflectivity. The results 
for different external cavity lengths will be compared with the ones from unstructured 
delayed optical feedback. According to numerical results it is possible to coherently 
couple the chaotic filaments leading to a narrow far-fleld for certain values of some control 
parameters, like the radius of external curved mirror and the external cavity length. For 
example, using an external curved mirror with radius of R =  0.4mm and an external 
cavity length of 2370//m [72], a stabilisation of the migrating filaments could be achieved. 
Experiments have been carried out with a convex mirror having a radius R =  1mm and 
the external cavity length varied between 1.2mm and 1.6mm [79] or set to 3cm [56]. In 
the present work, the radius of external mirror will be varied between Inun and 9mm, the 
external mirror reflectivity between 2% and 20% and the external cavity length between 
3cm and 9cm. This is the first time that such a systematic parameter variation has been
ext
Fig. 3.15: Schematic figure of a broad area laser with structured de­
layed optical feedback (SDOF). The radius of the curved mirror is 
denoted by R.
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performed using a full multimode numerical model. The schematic drawing of the setup 
for the structured delayed optical feedback is shown in Fig. 3.15. The external length 
of the curved mirror is set to Lext= 3cm to comply with the regime where a controlled 
reduction of modes has been obtained in experiments.
The equations for a broad area semiconductor laser with a structured delayed 
optical feedback is very similar with the ones introduced in Sec. 3.2.2. In the delay term;
k E ^ ( a x , z , t -  Teii) (3.29)
a new coefficient a has been added. This coefficient takes into consideration the struc­
tured feedback due to the curvature of the external mirror radius, ax  is the fraction of 
back coupled light (Fig. 3.16), i.e. the corresponding part of the mirror divided by the 
full width.
w/2
B A L  (ac tiv e  layer)
Fig. 3.16: Schematic figure of the broad area laser with structured delayed optical feedback. R  is the 
radius of the mirror, w /2  is the half width of the BAL active medium and L^xt is the external cavity 
length.
According to intersecting lines theorem ax  =  u/(w/2) =  OC/OD, which leads to:
Ra =
\ / ( f  +  { L e x t  +  R y
(3.30)
where R is the radius of convex mirror, w is the transverse width of the BAL and Lext is 
the external cavity length.
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A variation in the radius of the external mirror has a strong influence on the optical 
emission spectra. For large values of the radius one can see higher order transverse modes. 
The optical spectra results presented in Fig. 3.17 show similar behavior to the case of
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Fig. 3.17: Optical spectra of a BAL with SDOF and for different values of the radius of the external 
curved mirror. The reflectivity of the curved mirror was set to 2%.
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the delayed optical feedback from a plane mirror, but with a transition to multi-mode 
operation for large values of the radius. The radius of the curved mirror was varied 
between 1mm and 9mm and the external cavity length was set to Lext= 3cm for each 
radius of the curved mirror. This results confirm that small changes in curvature may 
bring the system into stable or chaotic dynamics. If the curvature is smaller (R =  3mm), 
only the central part of the optical field is fed back and the transverse modes of lower 
orders are stabilised. Larger values of the external mirror radius introduce more chaos 
into the optical system and this implicitly leads to a mixing of transverse modes.
The most interesting case is observed for a small radius (R =  3mm) (large cur­
vature), where just the central part is fed back into the laser. This leads to a strong 
reduction of the higher order transverse modes and a stabilization of the lower order 
transverse modes. It should be noted that this value of radius additionally reduces the 
number of transverse modes. This effect is shown in Fig. 3.18. Displayed are two 
snapshots of the spatial distribution of the intracavity intensity for a free running BAL
1000
^  500
32.5 65.0 97.5 130.0X [yum] 32.5 65.0 97.5 130.0X [/im]
(a) BAL (b) SDOF
Fig. 3.18: Snapshots of the spatial distribution of the intracavity intensity in a free running BAL 
(a) and a BAL with SDOF (b)(/?o=2%, L^xt=  3cm, R=  3mm) . The pumping current for both 
examples is Ipump =  L5/t/j. The snapshots were taken 19 ns after start-up.
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Fig. 3.19: Optical spectra of a BAL with SDOF and subjected to different values of the reflectivity of 
external curved mirror. The radius of curved mirror was set to 3mm.
(a) and one for a BAL with SDOF (b) where the radius of curved mirror has been set to 
3mm. The external mirror reflectivity is 2% and the external cavity length is 3cm.
To examine the effect of variable external mirror reflectivity on the optical spectra 
of a BAL with SDOF, the reflectivity is varied between 2% and 20%. Fig. 3.19 clearly 
illustrates the strong effect of the reflectivity on the high order transverse and longitudinal 
modes. Compared to the low mirror reflectivity (Ro= 2%) the introduction of a stronger 
feedback (i.e. large mirror reflectivities) leads to a less efficient mode reduction. For 
this particular value of 2% of the external mirror reflectivity, the best stabilisation of 
the filaments has been achieved. Furthermore, the emitted intensity stays concentrated 
in the centre of the laser. The typical zig-zag movement of the filaments as observed 
in a free-running laser is suppressed and does not reach to the edges. This combination
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between the radius and reflectivity of the curved mirror thus leads to a better transverse 
modes control and longitudinal side mode suppression.
In order to analyse the influence of the external cavity length on the optical spectra 
for a broad area laser with SDOF, L^xt is varied in the same regime as in the case of 
the system with plane external mirror (see Section 3.2.2). The calculated optical spectra 
for a BALs with SDOF show that an external cavity length of Lext= 3cm leads to an 
analogue tendency as in the case of the plane mirror. Similarly, setting the external 
mirror reflectivity of the system with SDOF to 2% leads to a strong influence on the 
higher transverse modes. If the distance is increased to 4 cm, the minimum number 
of transverse is obtained for an external mirror reflectivity of R q = 6%. The results 
summarised in Fig. 3.20 show that a reduction of the number of transverse modes can 
be observed in a broad area laser with DOF and SDOF only under certain conditions.
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Fig. 3.20: Number of transverse modes versus external mirror reflectivity for a plane mirror (black 
square points) and curved mirror with radius equal 3mm (red star points). The top graphic is for a 
3 cm external cavity length and bottom graphic is for 4 cm.
3.3. SU M M A R Y
3.3 Summary
In the present chapter, broad area laser systems with unstructured (flat mirror) and struc­
tured delayed optical feedback were examined as a function of several control parameters: 
pumping current, external mirror reflectivity and curvature and external cavity length. 
The results obtained on the basis of the spatially resolved multi-mode Maxwell-Bloch 
equations reveal the correlation between various control parameters. They allow the 
interpretation of experimental results and the prediction of regimes where a controlled 
reduction of modes can be obtained. The model may thus in future open the way for a 
controlled design of BALDOF systems.
Although the BAL operates on longitudinal and transverse multi-modes without 
and with delayed optical feedback, each optical spectra or near field intensity shows 
distinct characteristics when one of the control parameter is changed, leading to different 
dynamical regimes, stable or unstable. For both types of delayed optical feedback, the 
external round-trip time can either stabilise or destabilise the laser output. The transition 
from stable to unstable dynamical regime is reached when the external cavity length is 
greater than or equal to 10 times the optical length of the BAL.
A broad area laser with structured delayed optical feedback shows different charac­
teristics in terms of transverse modes dynamics than the one observed for an unstructured 
delayed optical feedback. The numerical simulations reveal that such a systems can be 
forced to operate with a low number of transverse and longitudinal modes if a suitable 
time regime, radius of curvature mirror and low values of external mirror reflectivity is 
chosen.
Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
4.1 Conclusions
The aims of the theoretical and numerical investigations presented in this thesis were to 
examine the influence of control parameters on the spatio-temporal dynamics of meso­
scopic bio and optoelectronic systems, more specifically on molecular motors and broad 
area semiconductor lasers respectively. By modelling the two systems it was possible 
to investigate spatially and temporally resolved their complex dynamics. The results 
provide new information on the non-linear dynamics and allow the interpretation and 
prediction of experimental observations. The simulations reveal new regimes where a 
more controlled dynamics can be achieved. Experimentally it is very difficult to achieve 
such detailed examination of the infiuence of the control parameters on the systems. The 
results are thus of high importance for the optimization of device for a given application 
and the design of new systems for future applications.
Linear molecular motors use the energy released in the hydrolysis of ATP to 
produce mechanical work and move different cargoes along filamentous tracks. Under the
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influence of various control parameters, i.e. diffusion constant, external forces, number 
and separation between filaments, I have examined the spatio-temporal dynamics of 
kinesin motors for their direct walks along microtubules. In order to reproduce the 
kinesin activity and the interactions of these motors with the filaments, I have used a 
spatially and temporally resolved model based on Fokker-Planck equations. Numerical 
simulations show that it is very important to take into account the spatial arrangement 
of filaments. They reveal that the motor’s processivity and speed is strongly influenced 
by external forces, number and separation between filaments and diffusion coefficients. 
Our results show that molecular motor systems may be controlled if the geometry, the 
physical parameters (e.g. diffusion constant) or external forces are chosen appropriately. 
The simulations may thus also open ways to the design of synthetic motor systems in 
which controlled motion can be accomplished.
The large width of BALs required to obtain high output power leads to co­
existence and dynamic interplay of higher order modes. This leads to reduced beam 
quality and to dynamic instabilities that change with the applied current. Using delayed 
optical feedback it is possible to control and reduce the laser modes and to improve 
the spatial and spectral properties of the emitted radiation. Although the effect of de­
layed optical feedback on BALs has been extensively studied there were still many open 
questions regarding the dependence of the excited modes on control parameters. The 
investigation Of the influence of optical feedback parameters on the spatio-temporal dy­
namics of BALs presented in this work indicate that it is possible to have a multi-mode 
BAL that has a stable spatio-temporal multi-mode dynamics. The results are thus of 
high importance for applications like liigh-speed muti-mode data links and networlîs or 
fibre optic sensors for seismic monitoring where a stable multi-mode emission is required.
A fundamental analysis of the influence of the external cavity length on unstruc­
tured broad area lasers with delayed optical feedback indicates that only certain values 
of the delay time defined by the round trip in the external cavity can lead to a stable 
multi-mode emission. The transition from stable to unstable emission is achieved when
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the external cavity lengths is greater than or equal 10 times the optical length of the 
BAL. Furthermore, simulation results revealed a strong correlation between the external 
round trip time and the reflectivity of the external mirror. They allow the derivation 
of suitable combinations of these two parameters where a more stable multi-mode emis­
sion or a considerable reduction of higher order modes can be obtained. Finally, I have 
studied the influence of structured delayed optical feedback on BALs. For this case, the 
numerical results have revealed that structured systems can operate with a lower num­
ber of transverse and longitudinal modes than unstructured systems if a suitable regime, 
small radius of external mirror (3mm) and low values of external mirror reflectivity (2%- 
6%) is chosen. The numerical results presented in this thesis are of high importance for 
technological applications because they show the conditions required for a stable laser 
light emission and allow the derivation of values of the control parameters for which a 
significant reduction of higher order modes can be achieved.
The space-time simulations reveal the high complexity of particle dynamics and 
nonlinear interactions in spatially extended mesoscopic systems. Furthermore, they allow 
the derivation of parameters relevant for a control of the mesoscopic behaviour of these 
devices. They may thus help to understand of the underlying fundamental interaction 
processes and to contribute to the development of novel electro-optical and biotechno­
logical systems with properties specifically designed for a given application.
4.2 Future Work
With the tremendous progress in optoelectronics and nano-technology and with a better 
understanding of the amazing natural abilities of molecular motors, it will be possible 
to develop new bio-technological elements like: new organic solar cells, bio-sensors and 
actuators, artificial muscles. A next step will be to design and build kinesin-powered 
microdevices with moving parts driven by kinesin. We can imagine coupling kinesin to 
other micro-fabricated machine parts such as gears, rotors, and levers. Coupling kinesin
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to gears or rotors may be used to turn a shaft or a wheel. A kinesin-powered micro­
generator, where the mechanochemical energy of kinesin is transduced to an electrical 
current, could conceivably power implanted micro-devices for monitoring physiological 
processes [48]. Building on the knowledge about how to control the molecular motors 
one can develop nanoscaled bio-robots that can self repair or self reproduce. For such 
applications we have to understand how the activity of kinesin molecular motors can be 
influenced and controlled when they interact with other classes of motors e.g. dyneins, 
different surrounding medium and different cargoes. Theoretically this can be done by 
extending the present theoretical model and perform numerical simulations including 
new parameters.
The control or the suppression of higher order transverse and longitudinal modes 
in a multi-mode BALs is an important factor in achieving efficient coupling of laser 
light into low-loss single mode optical fibers. The delayed optical feedback realised in 
an external cavity allowed a reduction of the modes. However, a single mode operation 
could not be reached. Further investigation are thus required to develop schemes that 
allow a further mode reduction. It has been shown that increasing the pumping current 
allows the generation of higher output power but also leads to a higher number of lasing 
modes. It will thus be beneficial to investigate how we can use the power of the injection 
in correlation with delayed optical feedback to reach single mode operation. One idea 
is to inject moderate pumping current in a free running BAL and after 20ns to double 
the pumping current and apply the delayed optical feedback. The results of this new 
approach are depicted in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2. First snapshots are taken at 19ns after 
start-up and the second snapshots after 21ns. This new set-up leads to a strong reduction 
in number of transverse modes, but the laser operates in a single mode for a short time.
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Fig. 4.1: Spatio-temporal dynamics of the intracavity intensity distribution. The first snapshot (a) 
corresponds to a free BAL. The pump current is close to its threshold value. After 20ns the unstructured 
delayed optical feedback is applied and the pump current is doubled. The laser operates on a single 
transverse mode (b).
(a) SOLIBAL (b) BADLOF (new approach)
Fig. 4.2: Spatio-temporal dynamics of the intracavity intensity distribution. The first snapshot (a) 
corresponds to a free BAL. The value of the pump current is l.75xlth- After 20ns the structured 
delayed optical feedback is applied and the pump current is doubled. The laser operates on a single 
transverse mode (b).
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Appendix A
Lax-Wendfoff Scheme
Using the Lax-Wendroff scheme for finite difference equations, the x — y  plane is divided 
into a grid with mesh size Aæ x Ay (Fig. A.l). Each variable is then represented by its 
values at the discrete set of points xi^ ym, where  ^ =  0 , 1 , and m =  0,1 , Ny are 
used to index a particular point
A y
A x
Fig. A .l: Schematic figure of the x - y plane divided into a grid with two sets of alternating points.
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The discrete space-dependence is denoted by subscripts and the time-dependence 
by superscripts (e.g. Then the equations of motion Eqs.(2.7;2.10) can be written
in the following form:
where the coefficients (e.g. for the bound motors) are given by:
d — I) —
c — fii(W i  — F)
d =  —r^ oo — y  ] kij (A, 2)
e TooiPoo T  ^   ^^jiPj
The conversion of derivatives to differences leads to a set of linear equations. The 
value at each point is calculated on a two-dimensional grid using the values of the near­
est neighbours. Now the differential equations are discretized leading to an explicit finite 
difference equation. The unknown values of p with index m  at the time step n +  1 is 
explicitly related to the known values of p at the time-step n.
-  P l m )  ~  (A l.m  “  +  Æ l,m )
b+ ^y2 (Pl+hm ^Pl,m d" Pz-l,m) 
1
2Ax
Next to the explicit form, we can relate the temporal change of the value of p with the
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index m  to the corresponding values at the time step n H-1 leading to the implicit finite 
difference equations:
A t
(pwL -  PÜL)+ ((pw + «•
+
+ (A.4)
In the Hopscotch method the grid is divided into two sets of alternative points: ’odd’ 
and ’even’ points. If {I +  m) is odd, then the points are ’odd’ points, and if (Ü +  m) is 
even they are part of the set ’even’ points (Fig. A.2).
Q  ’e v e n ’p o in t 
^  ’o d d ’ p o in t
Fig. A.2: Grid divided into ’odd’ and ’even’ points
The algorithm begins by acting on ’even’ points explicitly, after the initialisation 
of the fields at the start of the calculation. The algorithm proceeds to act on the set 
of ’odd’ points implicitly. These calculations are done for one time-step At. In the 
next time-step at ’even’ points the variables are integrated implicitly and at ’odd’ points 
explicitly. This process of four alternating integration cycles is repeated moving the 
system forward in time, until the end time of the simulation is reached. Using the
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combination of implicit and explicit scheme the discretization errors of the first order 
approximation are cancelled and the system remains quite stable. Thus the accuracy of 
the Hopscotch method becomes second order in time and space.
Appendix B
Features of broad area laser diodes 
fabricated by Power Technology, Inc.
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Wavelength (nm) Output power (mW) Ith (mA) lop (mA)
740 1000 450 1500
760 1500 450 1800
765 1500 700 1800
775 1500 700 1800
790 1500 420 1800
808 7000 1500 8500
808 1500 420 1800
920 1500 400 2000
940 2000 300 3000
980 2000 400 2500
1060 2000 400 2800
1120 1500 400 2400
Table B .l: Broad area laser diodes. Ith represent the threshold current and lop is the operating current 
(www.powerteclmology.com).
Appendix C
Parameters for broad area 
semiconductor laser used in numerical 
simulations
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L (cavity length) 1000 fim
TV (stripe width) 100 fxm
active medium GaAs
d (thickness of active layer) 0.15 /j,m
ric (refractive index of the cladding layers) 3.35
Ua (refractive index of the active layer) 3.59
A (laser wavelength) 807 nm
R 2 (front facet mirror reflectivity) 0.05
Ri (back facet mirror reflectivity) 0.95
R q (external mirror reflectivity) from 0.01 to 0.30
R  (radius of the curved mirror) from 1 mm to 9 mm
Tnr (nonradiative recombination time) 5 ns
Tp (polarization decay time) 100 ps
r  (confinement factor) 0.50127/0.51490 (within/outside the ridge)
Ipump (injection current) from 300 mA to 1050 inA
Ith (threshold current) 295 niA
Tin (internal round trip time) 24 ps
Text (external round trip time) from 0.6 ps to 666 ps
Eg (semiconductor energy gap) 1.5223 eV
(%o (exciton Bohr radius) 1.243 10“® cm
mo (mass of the electron) 9.1093879 10-31 kg
me (effective electron mass) 0.067 rriQ
nih (effective hole mass) 0.246 mo
Table C .l: Parameters for broad area semiconductor laser used in numerical simulations
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Abbreviation and Symbols Description
ADP adenosine diphosphate
ATP adenosine triphosphate
ATPase adenosine triphosphatase
Pi inorganic phosphate
kg Boltzman’s constant(=8.617385xl0“® eV/K)
T absolute temperature
kgT thermal energy
D Einstein diffusion constant
Pi(r,t) probability densities
Vi{r,t) potentials
Pooi) Pjoo attachment and detachment rates
hij, kji transition rates (’in scattering’, ’out scattering’)
L potential periodicity
s separation between filaments
w filament width
1 length of filaments
fj>i mobility of the particle
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Abbreviation and Symbols Description
SCL semiconductor laser
BAL broad area semiconductor laser
BALDOF broad area semiconductor laser with delayed optical feedback
SOLIBAL free running broad area semiconductor laser
DCF delayed optical feedback
SDOF structured delayed optical feedback
A wavelength
c speed of hght in vacuum
D f diffusion coefficient - describes the diffusion of charge carrier
k z wave number of the propagating light field
A pump term
k th threshold current
Ipu m p pumping current
'^in internal round trip time
Text external round trip time
L in cavity length
L e x t external cavity length
R q external mirror reflectivity
R radius of the curved mirror
Glossary
actin: a filamentous protein involved in muscle contraction and also
serves as an important structural molecule for the cytoskele- 
ton.
ATP (adenosine 5-triphosphate): nucleoside triphosphate composed of adenine, ribose, and
three phosphate groups; the principal carrier of chemical en­
ergy in cells. The terminal phosphate groups are highly reac­
tive in the sense that their hydrolysis, or transfer to another 
molecule, with release of a large amount of fee energy. 
ATPase: an enzyme that hydrolyses ATP into ADP and phosphate,
cell: the basic unit from which living organisms are made, consist­
ing of an aqueous solution of organic molecules enclosed by 
a membrane.
centrosome: a small region of cytoplasm adjacent to the nucleus that con­
tains the centrioles and serves to organise microtubules, 
cytokinesis: division of the cytoplasm of a plant or animal into two, as
distinct from the division of its nucleus (which is mitosis), 
cytoplasm: the protoplasm of a cell excluding the nucleus.
121
122
cytoskeleton:
dimers:
dendrite:
dendritic:
endocytosis:
eukaryote:
enzyme:
helicase:
heterodimer:
hydrolysis:
in vitro:
m vivo:
keratins:
lamins:
system of protein filaments in the cytoplasm of a eukaryotic 
cell that gives the cell a polarised shape and the capacity for 
directed movement. Its most abundant components are actin 
filaments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments, 
a molecule which consists of two similar (but not necessarily 
identical) subunits.
a branched protoplasmic extension of a nerve cell that con­
ducts impulses from adjacent cells inward toward the cell 
body.
relating to, or resembling a dendrite.
a process of cellular ingestion by which the plasma membrane 
folds inward to bring substances into the cell, 
living organism composed of one or more cells with a distinct 
nucleus and cytoplasm. Includes plans, animals, fungi and 
protozoa.
a protein molecule that speed up the rate of reaction between 
substances without itself being consumed or destroyed in the 
reaction.
an enzyme that unwinds double-strand DNA into two single 
DNA strands.
a dimer in which the two subunits are different, 
the splitting of a compound into fragments by the addition of 
water, the hydroxyl group being incorporated in one fragment 
and the hydrogen atom in the other.
term used by biochemists to describe a process taking place 
in an isolated cell-free extract. Also used by cell biologists to 
refer to cells growing in culture. (Latin for ’in glass’.), 
within a living organism. (Latin for ’in life’.), 
group of highly insoluble fibrous proteins, 
proteins that form the nuclear lamina.
123
lysosomes:
mitochondria:
mitosis:
monomer:
motility:
nucleus:
oligomer:
organelle:
plasma membrane
peptide:
polymerization:
polypeptide:
protoplasm:
RNA polymerase:
vesicle:
vimentin:
microbodies responsible for digestion. They brealc down cel­
lular waste products and debris from outside the cell into 
simple components, which are transferred to cytoplasm as 
new cell-building materials.
a small semi-autonomous organelle which is responsible for 
energy production and cellular respiration, 
the process in cell division by which the nucleus divides, 
a molecule that can combine with others to form a polymer, 
the ability to move spontaneously.
a large protoplasmic structure within a living cell, containing 
the cell’s hereditary material and controlling its metabolism, 
growth, and reproduction.
a polymer that consists of two, three, or four monomers, 
a discrete structure within a cell specialised, such as mito­
chondrion, vacuole, or chloroplast, that performs a specific 
function.
a thin membrane around the cytoplasm of a cell; controls 
passage of substances in and out of the cell, 
a molecule consisting of 2 or more amino acids, 
the process of changing to a polymeric form, 
a chain of linked amino acids; a protein, 
the entire content of a living cell.
an enzyme that polymerise ribonucleotides in accordance 
with the information present in DNA.
small, membrane-bounded, spherical organelle in the cyto­
plasm of a eukaryotic cell, 
intermediate filament protein found in muscle.
